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THE ACADEMY.
SAN JUAN COUNTY'S PRO-
POSED NEW SCHOOL.
flie lotto wing are Some of the Rules
and the Conditions
s.
ARTICLE I.
The name of this company shall be
BAN JUAN ACADEMY" Corpora-
tion, of Farmington, New Mexico.
ARTICLE II.
The capital stock shall be $25,000.
stock, divided into
,600 shares of par value of $10 each.
AKT1CLE in.
The regular annual meeting of the
tockbolders shall be the last Satur-
day in June.
ARTICLE IV.
The business of this company shall
he transacted by a board of five Di
rectors elected in the manner directed
fey law, who shall give good and sufll
ient Bonds for the faithful perform
an co of their duties as directors.
ARTICLE V.
The object of this company is to
rect suitable buildings in which to
operate a graded school and to carry
en such school with all grades of Edu-
cation that are demanded in the com-
munity and means can be obtained to
furnish.
ARTICLE VI.
The Board of Directors shall cause a
thorough canvass to be made for the
tale of stock and shall keep the stock
on the market until all is sold and as
soon as enough stock is sold to assure
business, shall employ a Superintend
ont who shall prosecute the building
as fast as possible under their direc-
tion.
ARTICLE VII.
The Board of Directors shall make
an annual report to the Stockholders
at their annual meeting and shall keep
their books open for the inspection of
the Stockholders.
ARTICLE VIII.
The Board of Directors shall inform
themselves of teachers and their adap-
tation to ti e wants of the Academy
and endeavor to employ teachers who
want to build up or sustain a good re-
putation as teachers.
ARTICLE IX.
The Board of Directors shall select a
erics of Text Books and fix the grades
for the several departments that will
give thorough instruction.
ARTICLE X.
The Board shall provide for a short
Business Course embracing Penman-
ship, Shorthand, Book-keepin- g and
such other helps as will prepare pu-
pils for business in a short time.
ARTICLE XI.
The Board of Directors shall not sell
or mortgage the building or grounds
for the site without the consent of the
Holders of a majority of the Stock.
ARTICLE XII.
When a called meeting of the Stock-
holders is needed, the Directors shall
notify each Stockholder in writing in
time for Buch to rsach bis peetotlce
ten days before the time of holding
the meeting.
ARTICLE XIII.
The Board of Directors shall hold in
the Treasury all increase in sales of
land over coat and expense of transfer-
ring and all other profits over running
expenses and pay the same out as a
Dividend on the paid up stock at the
annual meeting.
ARTICLE XIV.
This School shall he purely Non-Se- c
aarian and Non-Politica- l. No teacher
hall be employed or rejected on ac
eoant of his or her Denominational or
Political Affiliations, yet no teacher
hall be employed who is not a Chris
tian in faith and practice.
ARTICLE XV.
The Teachers shall be required to
pen and close che school of each day
with a short service of reading of
Scripture, Seng and Prayer.
ARTICLE XVI.
The Teaehera shall keep a daily
Register of the standing in Recitation
and General Deportment of each Pu
4l from which they ahall make
Ban Iiwn Simes.
monthly nvorage report to be read out
in school che fourtn Friday of eaoh
montb and sent to the Parents or
Guardian of each Pupil.
ARTICLE XVII
The Teachers shall have the Pupils
review the fourth week in each month
all that they have studied during that
month and publicly examine them on
the same the fourth Friday of that
month,, also shall have a public exam
ination at the end of each term on all
studied duriug the term.
ARTICLE XVIII.
The Teachers shall not allow a Pu
pil to pass from one grade to another
until he is proficient in the grade from
which it is sought to promote him.
ARTICLE XIX.
The Board of Directors shall choose
the necessary Officers and shal meet
as often as may be thought fit for the
transaction of business.
ARTICLE XX.
A meeting of the Directors can be
called at any time by any two Direc
tors giving seven days' notice thereof
in writing to the other Directors.
PROPOSED BUILDING.
Building to be 40 feet square, two
stories high, of brick.
Lower fbor, two rooms 20x24: two
rooms 16x20.
Upper story, Chapel and Lecture
room, mw; iwo recitation rooms
16x20 each.
Probable cest. $3000.
M. H. COPELAND.
PRODUCE
COMMISSION
MERCHANT.
Durango Colo.
W.W.BREDINJ.D..M.C.,
i
SURGEON,
Graduate Trinity University, Toronto.
Specialties,
OYNAOOLOOY,
GENITO-URI- ARY SURGERY,
STRICTURE, ETC.
Office in of rear San Juan Drug Store,
DURANGO : COLORADO
Allium u
IP
1 E
J. A. LAUGHREN, Propr.
First-Cla-
ss Accommodations
At Reasonable Rates.
Farmington New Mexico
The
Brunswick,
Moffit & Gaunt, Propr's,
Durango : : Colorado
Handles only the
Celebrated Joel B Frazier Whisky
The Brunswick ie a resort for gen
tlemen, and handles only the best
brands of liquors and cigars.
H. S.WILLIAMS. J. D., C. M.
U B. C. P. A 8., London , tag land.
Queen's Cnhersitv, Oaaada
SPECIALTY Br, Btr, Rom and hroeA. Sen
oo and Mental Dumw,
Duraxmo
BuUdnuj.
Colorado
COCNTY FAIR.
Oar fair to be Held Oct. 1, 2 and 8
at Locke's Grove, near
Farmingtnn.
At a representative meeting held at
The Times office last Tuesday, it was
resolved that the Han Juan county
fair be held on the First, (1), Second,
(9), and Third (3) days of October
next, (Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday.)
The reason for the change in the
date is that Sept. 9 and 10 would be too
late for the early apples and too soon
for the late fruit and that every kind
of produce would be better advanced
by October.
An exceedingly courteous letter has
been received by Mr. Mallenry from
Mrs. Lillian Hartman Johnson, ac
cepting the invitation to speak during
the fair. Her subject will be "Remin-
iscence." Mrs. Johnson is well known
as an eloquent and able speaker. She
is thoroughly acquainted with this
western country, with its progress,
peculiarities and customs and an in-
teresting discourse is an assured
fact,
Mrs. J. Ellen Foster has kindly ac
cepted the invitation of the fair com-
mittee, through Mr. McHenry, to
speak at onr fair Her chosen subject
will follow Mrs. Johnson's, "National
Reminiscences" will be an appropri
ate title to the address to be delivered
at our fair by this renowned and bril
liant orator
Mrs. Johnson speaks on Tuesday
the second day of tne fair at 3 o'clock
Mrs. Foster speaks on Wednesday
the third day of the fair at 10:30 a. m
Messrs. Cooper, Pierce, Laughren
and Hill were appointed to look after
the preparation of the grounds, the
Locke Grove, Farmington.
Several noted speakers will be in-
vited to address the people. The Man-co- b
band will also be asked to favor us
with their music-
A danoe will be given on the new
Willett bridge across the niraas. The
bridge will be prepared by then.
The fair will be a general lair, in-
cluding stock, produce and any other
article the people think well to bring
or send for exhibition.
Stock will be accommodated.
There is no regular prize list, but di
plornas will likely be given.
The following gentlemen were ap
pointed as a committee to see the peo
pie and urge the collection of exhibits
A. U. Graves. Cedar Hill.
Wm. McCoy, Aztec,
J. SCOTT, Flora Vista,
Harry Allen, La Plata.
Sam Ent, La Plata,
W. H. Jones, La Plata,
S D. Webster, Fruitlund,
J. R. YoUNG, "
Percy Collyer,"
R. H Fisher, Largo,
D. Lobato,
H. S Hubbabd, Junction City.
O. H. McHenry and Homer Hays
have been appointed marshals of the
day. They are authorized to see
and preserve order on the grounds
during the fair.
V. R. N. Greaves, Secretary
GET THE BEST
When you are about to bay a Sewing Machine
do not be deceived by allrarog advertisement
and be led to think you can get the but made,
finest finished and
Most Popular
(or a mere song. See to it that
you bay from reliable manu-
facturers that hare gained a
reputation by honest and square
dealing, you will then get a
Sewing- - Machine that ii noted
the world oyer for ita dura-bllit-y.
You want the one that
il easiest to manage and it
Light Running
Thar U none In the world that
can equal in mechanical con-
struction, durability of working
parts, fineness of finish, beauty
in appearance, or hat as many
improvements aa ug
New Home
It aaa Automatic Tension. DeaMe Feed, allka
en both sides of needle (ttntnf), no other has
it ; N e w Stand (fitttnttd), d"tag "heel hinged
an ad u stable centers, thus reducing ttiotioa W
the minimum.
WRIT! FOIt CIRCULAR!.
THE HEW HOIS SRIHG MACHIIE CO.
SUS. UirioeaBiiaii,iT.T
nns.ato. Duxas, Taxis.Oreuao. EJ. Br.
ram BALK BY
aia.ua.
310 N. 11 in ou, oi. iXMiia, Mo.
iOUCHMLMO.
Commission, Storage &
i
W. S
All kinds of ranch produce handled.
Durango
Brokerai
WEIGHTMAN
Next door to F. R. Grahams
South
- -
I have and laid out in
'rait Forieioa.
Farmington.
subdivided
warehouse.
Colt.
TOWN LOTS
Eighty acres of land immediately adjoining the of Farminftea.
The lots are one acre each and will be sold on
C J
, Hay, Grain and
-
town
VERY EASY TERMS.
A good water right goes with eaoh lot. The north line of this tw
is only two blocks from the
PRINCIPAL BUSINESS STREET OF FARMINGTON.
I also have 400 acr?s of
GOOD FARM AND ORCHARD LAND
Adapted to the raising of apples, peaches, nectarines, apricots, peaea,
plnron, prunes, grapes and all other deciduous fruits and alfalfa, from
which a person can select one of the
BEST FARMS IN THE COUNTY.
A large amount of my land is mder cultivation and I have leveta
bearing orchards.
I Bell my own land and can thereby save you an agent s
sion. Call on me or address me iock box m.
FARMINGTON, N. M.
M. PIERCE.
Will make
CUT RATES ON
AND
A in t
The easiest made,
ered here.
MANAGEE
S. Blake.
F.
CLOTHING
LADIES' SHOES
For cash for the next thirty days.
bargain men's boys' straw hats. Ill kinds Navajo Blanket
--A.gent for
The Monarch Bicycle
riding machine
R.
Will be told at faotory prises delVr
F. M. PIERCE.
FARMINGTON
Mm SHOPS.
Newton A Graf, Prop's
GENERAL AND MACHINE
Blacksmithing.
Carriages, Buggies and Wagons Made and
Repaired. Painting and Trimming.
Horseshoeing a Spcialty
Read The Times.
THE SAN JUAN TIMES.
FARMINGTON, NEW MEXICO.
Cy War man. nutaor ot "Sweet Marie,"
Bays he shall in the future write only
tor his own pleasure. That, alas! ii
what he did before.
Horses have taken to going crazy
whenever they see a woman in bloom-
ers. Not without reason Is the horso
called man's best friend.
Chicago Is trying to stop baseball
playing on Sunday, and New Yorkers
say they Intend to seal up every saloon
on Sunday. Such is reform.
Chicago papers claim that efficient
police work has caused half the crimi-
nals to leave the city. Unless she is
careful Chicago will get below the two
million limit in population.
It is now charged that a dying man
was put out of a hospital in Chicago
because he could not hand over the $10
demanded for a week's lodging. Thank
goodness none of them has yet got to
the state where it is accused of throw-
ing out the corpses that fall to hand
over a fee for embalming. That seems
to be coming, however.
The people residing in the vicinity of
Curtis, Neb., have formally repudiated
the appeals or further assistance for
them on account of the drouth of last
year. The real drouth sufferers are too
busy with their promising new crops
this year to pay any attention to
the misleading statements which a few
professional beggars are circulating.
The convicts in Sing Sing prison are
"laying for" McLaughlin, the New York
police inspector sent up for extortion.
It appears that a good many of them
were sent up under McLaughlin's re-
gime, and they have sworn to get even,
If they have to lynch the unhappy in-
spector in the prison to do It. The
threats are so numerous and so de-
termined that the prison authorities
have taken the matter up with a view
to the proper protection of the
The old settlers of Portage County,
Wisconsin, had a reunion at Plover a
few days ago. Among those present
was Benjamin Ellis, now 82 years old,
Who was a passenger on the first train
of cars run in the United States, be-
tween Boston and Lowell, sixty years
ago. Mr. Ellis was born in the State
of Main, and was in Boston when the
first experiment in railroading was
made. A track was laid around Fan-eu- il
Hall and a car placed on it. The
power was applied by men who turned
a crank, and he was one of them. This
was six years before the railroad from
Boston to Lowell was built.
At a recent meelng of the French
Senate Committee on the Colonies M.
Chauterapa, the Minister of Marine, be-
gan to read a bulky report on the pres-
ent condition of the colonies. At the
very first words several senators
Showed signs of restlessness, and finally
one of them, bolder than the reastid:
"Pardon me, M. le Ministre, but you
are reading an old report with which
we are well acquainted, as it was read
lo us by one of your predecessoore."
Several members of the committee be-
gan to smile. M. Chautemps muttered
an apology and, folding up his papers,
bowed himself out.
The average expenses of the students
at Yale College, according to the senior
class book, are $912 for the freshman
year, $943 for the sophomore, $942 each
lor the Junior and senior years. There
are many students whose expenses are
much less than these amounts, but
there are many others whose expenses
are much more, to raise the average to
more than the earning capacity of the
average graduate for several years at
least after he leaves college. These
figures would require an earning ca-
pacity of from $18 to $20 a week, or
more than $3 a day for the six working
days of the week. How many college
graduates can secure positions where
they will earn $20 a week?
The English Liberals are still assert-
ing that they were turned out of power
by a "snap vote." As it Is evident that
the whole question of the political com-
plexion of Parliament will shortly be
settled by an appeal to the country, It
might be the wiser part for the Lib-
erals to strive to show cause why they
should be restored to power rather
than to waste time in whimpering over
the way in which they were deprived
of it. At this distance it does not seem
that the late Liberal regime In Parlia-
ment has produced any tangible re-
sults. None of the reforms promised
has been effected. Under Cladstone, as
under Roscbery, the Liberals were Im-
potent to overcome the Inertia of ex-
isting conditions. A Conservative Par-
liament, if It were to assume a reac-
tionary policy, may accomplish more
for real Liberalism in England than
has the Libert! party as It has been
(constituted of late years.
A GODDESS' REVENGE.
ft F YOU had been in
a certain part of
Greece one day a
long time ago you
might have heard
ringing through the
deep woods and
over hill and dale
the clear sound of
the hunter's horn
and the quick
sharp bark of the
staghound, for a
party of young nobles were on the
chase.
Little cared they for the tender, re
proachful look that Is said to come
from the great eyes of the wounded
aeer, nor for the agony of the poor
creature as It falls beneath the infu
riated attack of the dogs and lies there
torn and bleedintr. If you had suggest
ed this phase of the question to them
tney would, perhaps, have stared atyou In utter amazement.
It was their pleasure to hunt, to chase
the deer from Its quiet retreats Into the
open glades, where their fierce dogs
might yelp at Its heels and finally leap
upon its quivering flanks and drag it to
the earth.
Or, if the hunter's fortune favored
them, they might send their hurtlingjavelins Into the vitals of their prey,
thus keeping for themselves the cruel
victory that usually hung upon the
sharp fangs of their dogs.
But what would you have? It was an
age when men killed, not only brutes,
but each other, for the pure love of kill-
ing, an age of blood-lettin- g, of unbridled
passions, of cruelty and death.
No wonder, then, that these young
nobles would have stared amazed If you
had suggested that their sport
was the very essence of cruelty and
heartlessness; that they had the right to
hunt game for food, but not the right to
torture and kill inoffensive creatures for
the gratification of a purely cruel in-
stinct.
How would they have liked to change
places with the deer? Let us see! My
story will tell you.
At the head of this party of young
nobles was a handsome prince named
Actaeon, son of the King Cadmus. He
was the pet of the court, brave, adven-
turous and sometimes reckless. Per-
haps he had his good points, as such
things went In those days, but on the
chase he was fearless, persistent, relent-
less, and the greatest happiness that
could befall him was to be "In at the
death."
All the forenoon had the party been
wetting their weapons with the blood of
their victims, and when the sun-go- d
reached the mid-wa- y point in his dally
course and was sending down his beams
hot upon the parched earth, Actaeon
proposed to his companions that they
rest in the shade of the trees.
Calling in the dogs, they threw them-
selves upon the sward, and while they
ate the viands that slaves had brought
with them and drank many deep
draughts of rich red wine, they gossiped
of the affairs at court and told each
other many stories of Individual adven-
ture.
Presently Actaeon. tiring, perhaps, of
Ik
TEARING, RENDING. LACERATING
the Idle gossip of his friends, rose and
wandered off among the trees, wandered
Idly, without a purpose, seeking In the
silence of the woods, mayhap, a mo-
mentary distraction from the silly noth-
ings with which his companions were
beguiling the time.
Now, not far from where the hunters
were resting was a beautiful valley Into
which the foot of mortal might not In-
trude with impunity. It was Inclosed
with cypresses and tall pines, so arched
and Interlocked that they formed a ver-
dant screen for what the valley might
contain.
At the far end of the valley waa a
cave, In making which nature had Im-
itated art, for the roof of the cave was
formed of stones that fitted as perfectly
and delicately as If turned by the hand
of man.
Just within the entrance of this cave
was a fountain, whose limpid waters
gushed Joyously from the rock and
poured themselves into a round basin
whose edge was a rim of never-dyin- g
grass.
It was a spot of surpassing beauty,
and no wonder the foliage of the cy-
presses and pines had contrived to hide
it from the gaze of the chance wanderer,
for It was sacred to Diana, the chaste
goddess of the hunt.
It was there that she repaired, when
weary of the chase, to bathe her beauti-
ful limbs In the clear water, for there
she was safe from all eyes, secure from
all Intrusion.
That Is to say, she had been free from
Intrusion until the day of which I
apeak, when Actaeon and his friends
were hunting In the adjoining woods.
Just at the time that the young prince
left his party and began to stroll aim-
lessly about, the goddess had sought her
quiet retreat, accompanied by her
nymphs, and was preparing to take her
midday bath.
Laying down her spear, her bow and
her quiver filled with arrows, she threw
pff her robe and stood there In the
midst of her fair attendants, the very
embodiment of virgin loveliness and
beauty.
Suddenly her nymphs uttered a Joint
cry of amazement and alarm, for there,
looking at the sacred scene, was a man,
the only one that had ever seen Diana
uryobed!
It was Actaeon, and surely It was the
Fates that led him thus to his destiny.
He was standing In the entrance to the
cave.
The nymphs crowded around the god-
dess, trying to conceal her by making a
screen of their bodies, but she over-
topped them all, and they could not
hide her.
Over her face spread the blush
of modesty surprised, and, obeying a
sudden and natural Impulse, she reach-
ed down at her side for an arrow; but It
was not there.
Then, facing the bold Intruder, she
took up a handful of water from the
basin, and throwing It full in hie face,
she cried:
"Thus does Diana punish the Intruder
upon her sacred privacy!"
And then happened something passing
strange. Even while Actaeon was try-
ing to excuse himself by saying that hi
intrusion was unintentional, his tongue
lost the power of speech, his ears grew
sharp pointed, great horns grew out of
his head, his hands became feet, his
arms long legs and his body took on a
coat of spotted hair.
He was Actaeon no longer, but a stag
of the forest!
Trembling with terror, he turned and
fled. Through the wooded glades he ran
so swiftly that he could not but admire
his speed, but when he stopped to drink
from a brook and saw reflected there the
stag's horns that etpu- - from his head,
he was overcome with remorse.
What should he do? Where should he
go? Not to the palace, which that morn
ing ne nad left as a handsome young
prince. He dared not return there as a
stag. For you must know that he re-
tained the consciousness of a nan, in
spite of his form as a stag.
While he stood there undecided what
to do. the dop-- siw him Ono the
signal to the others by barking, and
then the whole pack rushed after him.
He was the hunter no longer; he was the
hunted! Now he knew what It was to
nave a score of hnnrwlq hfirklncr and
yelping and Fnarling at his heels, threat-
ening every Instant to leap upon him
and tear out his life!
Swiftly as the wlnrl hounded
through the forest, trvlnc all the time
to utter hln well-know- n hunting cry sj
that the don might hear and under-
stand his voice. Hut not a s.iund es
caped his lips. Even as the hunted stag
rusnes on, panting, breathless, agonized
by fear, so rushed Actaeon, hunted by
his own dogs!
Then he hearrl the of his com
panions as they followed the dogs, all
enjoying the rare snort and wishing
that Actaeon was there to enjoy it, too.
Over rock3 and cliffs, through vales
and across streams he ran. closelv fol
lowed by his dogs, and the dogs closely
iouowea, In turn, by the young nobles.
Oh, It was great sport, this chasing of
the deer through the forest depths!
How he had enjoyed It when he was the
chaser! Now how different It was!
Again and again he esraved to crv out
to his dogs and to his friends, but the
cries were stifled on his trembling Hps,
ana his panting sides ached with thp
terrible labor of the chase that they
were giving him.
'I am Actaeon, your mister!" he
would have cried to the dogs.
I am Actaeon, your nrlnce and vour
friend!" he would have cried to the
young nobles.
But the words would not come! He
could think and he could feel, but he
could not speak!
Then one of the does, runnlntr olnsn
by his side, sprang upon his back, and
another seized him by the shoulder. And
while they held him with their cruel
teeth, the rest of the pack came up and
sprang upon him.
The young nobles cheered on the dogs
and cried out In their enjoyment of the
sport. Again they called for Actaeon,
wishing that he were there, and won-
dering what had become of him.
It was soon over. Tearing, rending,
lacerating his flesh, the dogs merely did
what he had made them do hundreds of
times, and In a few minutes his spirit
left his suffering body and went out
upon the wings of the wind!
The revenge of the goddess was terri-
ble, but who shall say that It does not
teach a good lesson?
THINGS A WOMEN MAY DO.
Six of them can talk at once and get
along first-rat- e, and no two men can do
that.
She can throw a stone with a curve
that would be a fortune to a base-ba- ll
pitcher.
She can say "no" In such a low voice
that It means "yes."
She can sharpen a lead pencil If you
give her plenty of time and plenty of
pencils.
She can safely stick fifty pins in her
dress while he Is getting one under his
thumb nail.
She can come to a conclusion without
the slightest reasoning on it, and no
sane man can do that.
She can appreciate a kiss from her
husband seventy years after the mar-
riage ceremony Is performed.
She can dance all night in a pair of
shoes two sizes too small for her, and
enjoy every minute of the time.
She can walk half the night with a
colllcky baby in her arms without once
expressing the desire of murdering the
Infant.
She Is as cool as a cucumber In half
a dozen tight dresses and skirts, while
a man will sweat and fume and growl
In one loose shirt.
She can talk as sweet as peaches and
cream to a woman she hates, while two
men would be punching each other's
heads before they had exchanged ten
words.
Quicksilver, poured In a glass, will
not fill It to the brim, as It forms a con-
vex surface, and is higher in the centt
than at the brim.
W. R. BOWMAN,
JrATTOENEY LAW
Practices in all State, Territol al
and Federal Courts.
Farmington, New Mexico.
V. R. N. GREAVES,
Attorney at Law,
Farmington, New Mexico.
DR. A. ROSENTHAL,
PHYSICIAN
AND
SURGEON.
Farmington, New Mexico.
L. L. HENRY,
ATTOENEY,
Aztec, New Mexico.
H. B. HAWKINS,
COUNTY SURVEYOR
AND
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Mapping and platting of all kinds
promptly done.
Farmington, - New Mexicu
Tne Commercial Hotel
T. F. BttTfS Prourictor
Durango. - Colorado
EVERYTHING FIRST-CLAS-
O. PHELPS,
BOOT0SHOE
MAKER.
First class word done. . . .
Leave orders at P. 0. at Farmington.
The GRAND
LIVERY STABLE.
F. B. ALLEN, Proprietor
Farmington, - New Mexico,
Good Rigs and Saddle Horses constant-
ly on hand.
Feed and Sale Stable and Corral in con-
nection.
SAM J. HOOD,
Manufacturer of
and Dealor inJ
Rough and Dressed Lumber.
Shingles, Lath and
Fruit Box material.
Mills and yard nine miles East of Du-
rango. P. 0. address, box 120,
Durango, - - - Cok.
The First National Bank DuraV
Established 1881.
Paid in capitaj - $8vox
Surplus fund I - 10,000.00
OFFICERS: A. P. CapfesiJent; John L.
McNeil, V. P. ; Win. P. Vails, Cashier.
por first class uork;
GO TO
B. GLASER
1
Importing Tsilor
He employs none but first clal s tailors
to do his work.
Mail orders promptly attended to.
BOX 553. Durango, Colo.
THE DURANGO
Cornice and Sheet Metal Works
C. F. ARMSTRONG, Prop.
Galvanized Iron
AND
Copper Cornices.
Patent Iron Skylights. Tin Roofing.
t3T" Mail orders solicited.
3d door below Strater hotel,
DURANGO, - - COLO.
Santa Fe ML
THE
Shoip Lcine
TO
CHICAGO,
ST. LOUIS and
KANSAS C'Y
Through Pullman Sleepers
Without Change.
See that your tickets read via this line.
Agents of the company will furnish
time tables on application.
G. T. Nicholson, 0. P. & T. A.,
Topeka, Kansas.
C. H. Morehouse, G. F. & T. A.,
1 Paso, Texas.
& Pacific R, B.
(Western Division)
CONNECTIONS.
AUirqrERQUE--A. T. & A. F. R. R. for
all potata oust and south.ASH PORK Suirta Fe, I'ruwott fc I'hoeniK
railway for pouito hi oentiid and southernAwraoa.
BLAKE Nevada Southern railway tor Mnnvel
and connection with stago lines for Vandor- -bilt and mining districts north.
BAKSTOW Southern California railway forLos Angeles, San Diego and othor Californiapoints.
MOJAVK-South- ern Pacific Company forSan PvuuitiHEo, Sacramento and othwr
.Northern Cullforuioii points.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars.
Sluotilng ear passengers between Sun Fran-oise-
Loh Angeles or San l)igo and Olitea-g- odo not have to auauge car.
The Atlantic & Pacific Railroad,
The Great Middlo Route across the American
I outinout in connection with the railways ofthe
"Santa Fe Route."
Liberal Management,
Superior Facilities,
Picturesque Scenery,
Excellent Accommodation.
The Grand Canou of tho Colorado, the most
sublime of ntturo's work on the oarth, o,
can eaflllr be roachod via Flagstaff,
W llliams or Boach Springs, on this road. To
tJio Natural Bridge of Arizona and Montciuma's
V oll you can journey mostdiroctly by this line.Observe the anoiout Indian civilization of a,
or of Acomn, "Tho City of tho Sky." Vis-it tho petrified forest near Carrizo. See and
marvel at the freak of Canon Diablo. Take ahunting trip in tho magnificent pino forests of
the San Francisco mountains. Find interest in
tho rums of the prehistoric Cave and Cliff
Dwellers. View the longost cantilovor bridola America across the Colorado rivor.
J. J. BYRNE, a H. HPBBfML(AiiKani Unas. Agt AfiBLO011.PttSiA.gt
Anurias, Oat. Sao Francisco, Co. 1.
H. S. VAN bLwjK., Geo'l A..Albuquerqus, N. M.
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DAIRY AND POULTEY.
INTERESTING CHAPTERS
OUR RURAL READERS.
FOR
How Successful Farmers Operate The
Department of the Farm A Few
Hints as to the Care of Live Stock
and Poultry.
1
missioner . Mr.
the contributors,
mm? Yorker devotes one
of its interesting
symposiums from
specialists to the
question of flavor
in butter. Dr. Conn,
Dr. Babcock, Pr-
ofessors Plumb,
Dean, Jordan, Wat-
ers, Van Slyke and
Hills, and the Ca-
nadian Dairy n,
being
The general re
sult of the opinions of these gentle-
men is that the desirable aroma and
taste of butter are due to the handling
of the milk and cream rather than to
the flavor of the original food. Fresh
butter appears to have no particular
flavor, it being the buttermilk rather
than the pure fat which gives the
taste of butter are due to the handling
some weeds, such a3 onions, garlic, rag-
weed, etc., is recognized as unfavora-
bly influencing butter flavor, the in-
fluence of feed is generally minimized
by all contributors and flavor is, as a
rule, ascribed to bacterial action. Dr.
Conn's views, which may be taken as
affording a fair index of the others,
are as follows:
"The 'flavor' is not the result of any
direct influence of good. Undoubt-
edly the food has great influence upon
the flavor, but the delicate butter
aroma is only directly related to the
food. This conclusion I base upon the
fact that I have succeeded in produc-
ing the desired flavor from the milk of
cows fed upon the widest variety of
foods. Butter fat, when first drawn
with the milk, does not have the flavor
found in the choicest butter. In my
own opinion it has no flavor at all re-
sembling it. Very likely indigestion
ir change of food may influence the
flavor of the butter. As butter is ordi-
narily made this will almost certainly
FOWLS.
Rumpless fowls are not only wanting
in tail feathers, but their anatomy
shows that the caudal projection is
wanting, and also even the final verte-
brae of th3 spine itself. This gives
them a very peculiar and grotesque ap-
pearance. It is supposed that these
from the Polish breeds, and
that some of them were formerly
crested with partially developed
beards, with leg feathers and vulture
backs, but these have been bred out.
Their anatomy being deficient in the
usual prolongation of the vertebrae
follow. Here, too, the influence is an
indirect one, but uo less certain. Some-
times the food does have a direct in-
fluence in filling the butter with pe-
culiar odors, such n3 that of garlic.
The explanation is not positively
known, but it. is probably due to vo-
latile products of the food passing di-
rectly into the milk. The food is the
source of the flavor indirectly, the flav-
or being directly the result of certain
decomposition products of the cream.
These flavors are produced by bacteria
which multiply in the cream when it
1s ripening. Whether proper flavors
are produced In the cream will depend
upon whether the proper species of bac-
teria are present in sufficient quantity.
Some species of bacteria produce very
good flavors, some very poor flavors,
and some will ruin the flav-
or and the resulting butter. The
nan no method of determin-
ing what species are present, and will
'get the proper flavor if he chance to
have the proper species. The various
'starter' and 'cults' are supposed to
contain the proper species of bacteria to
produce a good flavor. Bacillus 41 has
been demonstrated to be a bacteria
which will produce this flavor. The
use of these 'starters' may be com-
pared to planting a field with seed. If
the field is left to itself something will
grow, but we can not tell what. If
planted with clover we may depend
upon clover. So the cream, when inoc-
ulated with such starters as No. 41, may
be depended upon to develop the right
kind of bacteria, and, therefore, the
proper flavor. This flavor comes, of
course, indirectly from the food, but
directly from the products of bacterial
growth in the cream. The conclusions
which I have given above are not mere
guesses, but are the results of a long
series of most careful and rigid ex-
periments upon this matter. I find it
possible to produce the butter flavor
from all sorts of cream, and under al-
most any condition, provided I put tho
right species of bacteria into the
cream."
Value of a Record.
The extra cost of keeping a record
is but trifling compared with the ben-
efits derived from it. Printed milk
sheets, if it is desired to use them
can be obtained from any dairy sup
ply company at a small cost. The little
time and trouble of weighing and test
ing will never be missed and at the
end of the year the dairy value of the
herd is known. For the following rea
sons, then, a record should be kept:
1. It enables the weeding out of un-
profitable animals and replacing them
by those of superior merit, thus in
creasing the profits from the dairy.
2. It indicates which cow's calves
will probably be the best to rear and
which to dispose of.
3. It enables the selection of animals
that make the best use of the food
given them.
4. It enhances the value of the herd
and the selling price of both cows and
calves.
5. It enables a study of the individ-
ual peculiarities of each animal.
6. It enables a rational system of
feeding; insures against wasteful or
feeding and arouses and
holds the attention of the dairymen, as
well as solving many hitherto
problems. Mo. Exp. Sta.
Fowls for the Table. There is no
disputing the fact that if one wants a
fast growing broiler or spring chicken,
a cross, like, for instance, Houdan on
RUMPLESS
I
originated
completely
er
extravagant
column upon which the tail feathers
of the fowl are planted, renders them
devoid of this ornamental appendage,
the back part of the body being cov-
ered by a few back or saddle feathers.
They were formerly bred mostly black
in color, or a mixture of black and
white, but are mostly found now pure
white. They have been somewhat Im-
proved by breeding, but are now rarely
seen. They are good layers, but the
eggs are not apt to be so fertile as
those of other breeds. As sitters and
mothers they do very well, while as a
table fowl they are of average quality.
Cochin or Brahma; Indian Game on
Brahma or Langshan; or Leghorn cn
Plymouth Rock, will give the best re-
sults. But we have now two breeds
that will fill the bill almost as weltl.
They are the White Wyandotte and the
Barred Plymouth Rock. The former
are to be preferred in that particular,
as the skin is more yellow, the breasts
more plump, and the flesh more firm
and closer grained. For roasting pu--po-
no fowls equal the Light Brahn--
and the Black Langshan; but on ac-
count of the color of the skin and legt,
the Langshans are not so popular tCa
the Brahma; and yet those who have
given them a trial are not slow In say-
ing that they take the lead. There
is a wild turkey taste to the flesh that
Is tempting.
Horses multiply In Australia almost
like rabbits, living entirely upon grass,
and never under cover from birth to
breaking. More than three-fourt- of
them are for the saddle or light liar
new.
Six Months of PI? I Its.
At the swine herders' meeting held
In Des Moines last week, Wm. Roberts
spoke on feeding and managing pigs
up to six months old. A part of his re
marks were as follows:
If the topic would allow of it I would
like to take a run and go before I Jump.
Say about two weeks before the pigs see
daylight. I do not know but that to
get at the subject just right, one would
need to go back a good ways and come
up to the topic. I will only take up your
time for a brief period. For two weeks
before farrowing I feed as near the
kind of food as possible I intend to
feed afterward. I have well arranged,
roomy breeding pens with good fenders
in which I put the sow a few days before
farrowing time. When the time is up
for her to travail I am on hand, but
to tell you just what to do I will not at-
tempt, for my doings are various, to suit
the case. One may need no attention;
another may need all the skill of a
breeder. I put water in a clean trough
a few hours after the sow has farrowed;
that is all the first day. The next day
all the food I give her is a handful of
shorts in water and increase from day
to day until she has had shorts five
days. I then take mother and pigs to
a one-eigh- th acre lot of grass in which
there is a nice house, 8x7 feet, dirt
floor. Now is a critical time, and no
iron-cla- d rule will do; of a dozen sows,
no two are exactly alike, hence the
necessity of having them In lots to
themselves. One may have a voracious
appetite and will need holding in, or
you will soon have a patient on your
hands with dyspepsia. Another may
have but little appetite, generally occa
sioned by fever in bag. She will mrcl
close attention. I bathe the belly wi'h
cold water, and have a bottle of .'la- -
seed oil with a little carbolic acid lh U,
and with a turkey feather put this ovor
her teats. The washing with wfttM
cleans off all dirt and ailays fever; the
oil and acid preserves the pigs from sore
mouths. I try to coax up an appct te
sometimes with little scraps of nieit,
milk, mush, etc. I now, if they have
good appetites, increase the feed, cleir,
fresh water, shorts and a little oil mal
mixed, as feed, and give all they will
eat up clean. At this time I commerce
on one-ha- lf ear of dry corn, incroitse
from day to day until on a full feed. 1
keep on iu this way. At about t'iree
weeks old the pigs will begin to come
up to the trough. It is fixed low so 'hat
they can eat all they will. Then peak
oats and corn and put it in a shif.-of- f
corner. Stand and look at them cat,
and grow, and feel happy. At five w ; ,'lcs
of age I open the doors of each pen or
lot, and have the sows from six to tVrht
come up to a common feeding place. Of
course the pigs come too. Toll the rigs
into a clean-floore- d house and feed ?lop
as heretofore, and soaked oats and corn,
all they will clean up always swset.
At eight or nine weeks of age I turn the
sows in back pasture and leave the rigs
In their pasture and keep right on giv
ing same feed and care. When fair ome
comes we select what we want to it.
After the round-u- p of the fairs,
we separate tho sexes, castrate wftat
males appear to be below the standard,
put them with such of the sow pigs as
wo do not want to retain either in cm-ow-
herd or to ship for breeders, push
them as fast as possible and try to have
them in Chicago before the first of Feb-
ruary, at from 200 to 250 pounds. After
selecting what I want to retain, I trY to
have the rest in other hands by the t'we
they are six months old.
This year I have had tho personal tare
and oversight of over 130 pigs. Tbeve
has not been a single case of scours, but
one case of thumps and only titee
or four with sore mouths. There is not
an unhealthy looking pig in the buf:ch.
Thpv are in five erouns and kept p- -
arate. If I could so arrange it I wCUld
prefer still smaller groups. I wruld
givo you all a personal invitation to
come and see my pig town.
A most interesting discussion fol-
lowed, led by Mr. W. Z. Swallow of
Uooneville, who was made the target
for a long array of questions bearing
on the subject. His plan was to keep
each sow ana utter sepurtuu uum u
others in a grass lot or not less man
one-ha- lf acre until six or eight weeks
of age, so they could not acquire the
habit of robbing. Later a dozen in a
lot will bring better results. Feed reg- -
ilarly, three times a day, milk and
shorts. The milk should ue sweet, as
sour milk fed to sow or pigs is apt to
scour. Red shorts are better than
rnite. Feed no soaked corn, prefer
ring, if corn is fed, to feed it dry, and
In small quantities after tne otner ieeu.
Seldom feed oil meal. Feed well and
give plenty of exercise, but do not
overfeed. Keep salt and ashes always
where the pigs can get them. Bed witn
clean sand on ground floor. Yearlings
can bo made to shed by washing daily
with warm water. Best breeding eows
are those bred twice a year regularly.
He also advocated the feeding of wheat
because of its strengthening influences
on bono and muscle.
Mr. F. A. Shafer, of Campbell, rwds
ground corn, oats, wheat, rye, e:nd
everything a pig will eat, but no sh'Vts.
Thinks a bad influence follows advtcut-in- g
the feeding of shorts and slops. He
feeds corn because it is cheap and '.he
best pork producer known. Consilurs
bone a result of breeding rather Utan
feeding.
American Horses in England ohn
A. Logan, Jr., Is about to try an exper-
iment that will be interesting to
breeders. He will take to Lonrlon
about tho middle of July fifty head, of
fine horses. Every one of the lot will
be 15.3 In height or better and not one
will have a record slower than 2:30.
Every animal in the lot will be solid
color, bay or brown, and there will be
no less than fifteen matched pairs,
some of them able to go double In 2:25.
All will be stylish, fine-actlon- ed horses,
and Mr. Logan believes that they will
not only attract great attention on the
other side, but that they will also fetch
excellent prices Ex.
Highest of all in Leavening Power. Latest U. S. Gov't Report
Forgiving tho Now Woman.
If the coming woman is really taking
to the higher education in good cookery,
as is reported of her, then all will ho
forgiven. Even political economy ami
Bociologic problems will bear pleasant
family discussion over a table contain-In- g
a well-cooke- d dinner. Perhaps
therein lies the hint of feminine final
supremacy, for what can man refuse
tlu being who makes an art of pleasing
his palate and delighting his ingestion?
Beauty Itself must yield as a supreme
Influence to the Btying power of this
new and subtle force. Philadelphia
Item.
Open tlm Safety Valvn
When there Is too big a head of steam on,
or you will be In danger. Similarly, when
that Important safely valve of the system,
tho bowels, heroines obstructed, oiien It
Dramatis with HoBtetter's Stomach miters.
ami guard against the coMeqaancea " "s
closure. Biliousness, dyspepsia, malarial,
rheumatic ami kidney complaint, nervous-
ness anil neuralgia are all subjugated by
this pleasant but potent conqueror of dis-
ease.
"A cigar." said Mr. Lowell. "Is the true
measure of just conversation." A cigarette
is about the right measure for some people.
however.
It has been decided by a Brooklyn church
that piaviug cards Isn't wicked, ami two-third- s
of the congregation have unit using
them.
I have found Plso'a Cure for Consumption
an unfailing medicine.- -r . u. uui, i
Scott street, Covington, Ky.. Oct ii IBM.
A man never knows the extent of his
wife's patlouce till be Is sick and has to be
waited on.
If the Hnby IB Cutting Teeth.
To Eli re and use that old and well-trie- remedy, Mas.
Wisslow's Soothing Srrw for Children Teething- -
It Is apt to stag
that he can get
town.
jer a man when he learns
U drink in B prohibition
"Hanson's Maglo Com Salve."
Warranted to cui-- or money refunded. Ask. your
urugtfist for ii. Price cunt.
Hooks are so cheap now that the poorest
people can buy and own them, and the rich-
est can borrow and keep them.
Wu Want in Hoy
City and Schooltr.te. Couniy. District
BONDS and WARRANTS. Correspondence
solicited. MORRIS A WHITBBKAD,
Coop.r lliiildlag, Denver, Colorado.
Branch: Chamber of com Bldg Portland, Or.
It Is peculiar how soundly n man sleeps
when his wife crawls over him on her way
to the kitchen to make a lire.
Ueduced lintcH 10 the Bast via tho Union
Paolilo System.
To Itostnn anil return August
To Louisville, Ky., and return Sept. 0--
For additional Information call or write to
Ceo. Ady. Passenger Agent, Ml 17th street,
Denver, Colo.
The man who thinks the world owes him
a living, and will call around and pay It.
gets left.
FITS -- All Fit stopped froeby Dr. K line's fires t
Nerve lieslorer. .No Kits utter I he lo st day s use.
Marvelouscures. Treat he and 82 trial bottle fret t
Htcties. tend to hi: Klmc.Wl Archbl.,Philu., 1 a.
The grocer Is not a newspaper man, but be
often has occasion to put things In the
paper.
It Is hard for a man with a dull pencil to
write sharp things.
ALHr.RT BUBCB, West Toledo, O., says:
'Hulls Catarrh Cure saved my life." WritJ
hini lor particulars. Sold by Druggists, 75c.
A man likes to be told to
politics or professional life,
"move up" In
but not In a
;
"
Brings comfort and improvement and
tends to personal enjoyment when
rightly used. The many, who live bet-
ter than others nnd enjoy life more, with
less expenditure, by more promptly
adapting the world's best products to
the needs of physical being, will attest
the value to health of the pure liquid
laxativo principles embraced in the
remedy, Syrup of Figs.
Its excellence is due to its presenting
in the form most acceptable and pleas-
ant to the taste, the refreshing and truly
beneficial properties of a perfect lax-
ative; effectually cleansing the system,
dispelling colds, headaches and fevers
nnd nArmonentiv curins constipation.
It has given satisfaction to millions and
met with the approval of the medical
profession, because it acts on the Kid-
neys, Liver and Dowels without weak-
ening them and it is perfectly free from
every objectionable substance.
Syrup of Fisrs is for sale by all drug-
gists in 50c and $1 bottles, but it is man-
ufactured by the California Fig Syrup
Co. only, whose name is printed on every
Tirdrnof nlso tho name. Syrup of Figs,
and being well informed, you will not
accept any substitute if offered.
FOR
toning Piles known by meiature like perspiration cause
ntenae itcainit wnen warm. J ins torrn arm oung, uieou-u-
or Protruding Piles yield ul uneo tu
DR. PILE REMEDY,
fhich arts dlrwtly on parts affotd, sbiorbi tumort, sl-
ays itching, effecting a permanent unrs. PriM Ma.
Drauist w msiL I'r. Uossinku, rhlladst., fsw
Baking
Powder
ABSOLUTELY PURE
KNOWLEDGE
SURE CURE PILES
Kleptomania Is rated to bo. liy all odds, tbe
most lucrative form of Insanity.
Parker's (linger Tonic Is popular
for Its good work. Suffering, tire 1, tleopless, nerv-o- us
women find nothing so soothing and reviving.
Shun Idleness; It Is the rust that attache
Itself to the most brilliant metals.
What a sense of relief It Is to know
that you have no more corns. Hlndercorns removes
them and very comforting It Is. 15c. at druggists.
Know thyself! If you can't get the
information, run for otllco.
LEAVES ITS HARK
every one of the painful irregularities
and weaknesses that prey upon women.
They fade the face, waste the figure, ruin
the temper, wither you up, make you old
before your time.
Get well: That's the way to look well.
Cure the disorders and ailments that beset
you, with Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescrip-
tion.
It regulates and promotes all the womanly
functions, improves digestion, enriches rtie
blood, dispels aches and pains, melancholy
and nervousness, brings refreshing sleep,
and restores health and strength.
Denver Directory.
SQUARE DEALING ALWAYS WINS
mm
mm
elevators.
Bewaro of unrollablo and ficti-
tious prices, When ordering an
I8.ro or tl'2 eingl) bulgy hnrnos
or a Concord team harness
with breeching, or n 115 or 120 nad- -
dlo Iron; any oilier noOSS in Den-
ver, order one from mo at tho
Sime price, and if, after a care-
ful examination, you do not find
my harness or saddle the cheap-
est unit bot for tho monsy you
can return my Roods and I will pay the freight
both ways. Thin will givo you a fal r opportunity to
get the best goods for the money. I mean what I
say, and do not wish to deceive.
J. H. WILSON,
1749-5- 1 Larimer St., - Denver, Colo.
HEia&lWNINCon,
A jilt
Hotel.
ANOTHER great re-
duction in priOMM
dlosimd h.irness.Th jy
oost you nothing for
examination. im.i
fci) ilngl buggy har-ne-
in Colorado for
IU (IS Single buggy
harness for ?s,5j:
nickel or rubber
trimmed t'D doubio
concord harness wbh
breeching for yjn; uj
steel horn r.tock sad
Ale for KJ stool
horn gtoclc saddle,
double clucha for til.
Do not bo dOOStVfd by
worthless mutations,
but send your order
direct to us and got
tho best genuine oak
taunod names for
examination boforo
paying for eamo.
i:utalogno All
goods stamped,
I'r-- tl Mueller,
Ijirimnr ir...t. niver, ''ol".
& CREAMERY SUPPLIES.
Mate Agents for Sharpies Husslan
Feiinratnr. hand and nower. fold on
easy payments and lorn: titno. A. ATKINS
UUbK Mf., 1Mb and Wazec Sts., Denver, Col.
Cures I'emaloWeakness of any kind 36
Londoner Bk.1630 Arapahoe st. Denver
Leather nnd Shoo Findings. Mnnufatturers of
Hoot oi dShoe Uppers ulnlogue Fr 'o.
Th urn b lllass Leather Co. 17H Lawren.-- e St.
MACHINIST Repairs Of MINIMI, I'UINTINU
.Machinery, etc. 1'ino inrending nud cmiiug.
iroight .Nock
Denver's Reliable
h
e
a
;
free.
l V
i 1
Oarnlde, uivn lsth st.
EYE, EAR, NOSE AMD THROAT,
Ur. C. W.hNU.H. Mack block, lt'th and California.
AMERICAN HOUSE
Old
blocks from Union
Depot. '.! por Pay.
Dl APWCMITU AVI WAGON SUPPLIES.DLAUlullil I II Btndebaker Wneonsaud Car-
riages. Send for Prices. Lighihnll Hardware Co.
THE WYMAN IMPLEMENT
Company, Denver, Colo. Hay machinery, Farm,
and yuartz Wagons, U rder Wagons and Buggies:
Write for prices.
LIVE STOCK COMMISSION,
CLAY ROBINSON A CO.
Denver, Omaha, Kansas City anil Chicago. Con-
sign your sloe k lo them. Von can rely on ihe high-
est market price. Maikels furnished by wire or
letter fieo. Let us hear from you.
CASH FOR HORSES.
Weare tho only firm west of tho Missouri rlvor
Hint does a strict commission business. Ourynrds
and stablos ai e first-clas- "JT00 head of horsos sold
lastyear. Ooo. L. Gnuldliik' & Co. J. W. Buohan-n-
Oen. Mgr. City Stock ards, I) envor, Oolo.
BAGS
(iraln sacks, all gi.ea. Potato
Centals. We are lieadquartors.
Write for prices.
THE L. A. W ATKINS MDSE.
COMPANY, 15th and Wnzcc Sts., Denver.
E. E. BURLINGAME'S
ASSAY OFFICE
Ami Cbointcnl Laboratory.
JEWEI.EnS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS,
tend your sweeps and waste containing eu,(I
snd silver for treatment. Prompt return
and highest cash price paid for gold and sil-
ver bullion. Address ITM nnd 1738 Law-
rence Street, Denver. Colorado.
EVERY GIRL WANTS A FELLOW
to look nice nnd closn. We use nothing but puro
soap and water; gives a tiner finish, more plia-
ble, holds to shape better and Stays Clean
Much Longer whon we wash them, what! tho
fellow! Oht No! His shirts, cuffs and collars.
Young Fellows, club together! send us 85.no
worth of laundry at one time and we pay express
charges both ways. If within 1,009 miles, and
charge you only Donver prices. Agents wanted
In all outsldo towns. Write for prlco lists and
particulars. Queen City Uundrj, 1248-5- 0 Curtis St
THE SAN JUAN TIMES
..H.GMC&TES Editar
actions. We feel buit that in the
Of Sail Jlian coort week all parties concerned will
Kates of(mint $2.00 &jc monthi SMS
Three monthi. 75 cent.
Intend at the poeteSoe at farmington for
anamisaioa through tha mail u eecond olaaa
tatter
FRIDAY, 13, 189.
The American yacht,
defeated the English "Valkyre'' in the
great race.
Goxey's Sound Money is leading a
great fight in Ohio, None of our
readers but would relish its weekly
visits. Send for a sample copy.
Debts do not shrink with other
prices. The debt remains at the same
value. The property that represents
the means of paying the debt has
shrunk in value through the
of silver.
are in progress at the
war to secure the
of another star on the U. 8.
flag to represent Utah. Flags having
the additional star are not authorized
to be used until July 4, 1896.
The Orescent coal company have
connected the Diamond mine, near
Gallup with the improved Sunshine
mine, thus doing away with the oper-
ations at the former. The
mine has been reopened, three cars be-
ing loaded daily, the number to be in-
creased to ten in a short time. Optic.
There is an extensive exodus from
Houth Dakota. The people driven
away from that climate
are seeking more regions.
They are going south and west aiid we
have sent many copies of The Times
to some of the towns out there. It we
were supported we could
easily bring a number of these desira-
ble emigrants down here. To adver-
tise is a duty, but we can scarcely af-
ford to do it for our own sakes alone
and the people to gain, as they do, by
our unaided labor.
Several papers are getting ap a "pe-
dal edition for the fair --for instance
the Socorro Advertiser. Every coun-
ty Bhould be advertised
and papers should be dis-
tributed. We have urged this strong-
ly; but could not induce the people to
assist. We would have done this our-
selves, but could hardly be expected te
tand the expense alone. It is difficult
enough to run a paper solely for the
public benefit without recorrpense,
and although we regret it we nre re-
luctantly compelled to desist from
booming our county, at the fair, as we
would like, and as should be
done.
The actual approach of the long de
layed district court an occasion
fraught with anxiety to some and an
event of peculiar to al'
enables us to review the judicial, pol-
itic and municipal aspect from a pret-
ty sure It is a fact that
'.he district court has always brought
out to the full extent, the strange and
uysterioUB workings of the county
sehemers, the county evaders and
county justice; hence it is that the
present, the present, will
display its objects of interest to the
observant mind. A change, a great
change, has occurred in the political
and judicial life of the territory. Old
regimes have tottered, old fortresses
deemed have succumbed
eneath the assaults of a
and determined foe and their defend-
ers captured, ordered hanged, or cer-
tainly in danger of disgrace. Some
people have breathed freer under this
now force; others have not. All are
watching the appearance amongst us
of this new authority. The territory
has viewed its career so far
the territory believes that its
record so far, so excellent, will be sus-
tained. The duties of the grand jury,
about to commence, duties of a most
onerous and sacred nature, will be ful-
filled, we are sure, with that unbiased
exactness that the vitai distinction of
the office demandx; but at the same
time that intelligent body of men will
receive the support of J. H. Crist.
J. H. Crist will soon pay a visit here
in his official capacity as public prose-
cutor and advisor. He is well known
amongst us. In time back he received
many a hard thrust and brutal criti-
cism from men round us; but a tenac-
ity of purpose of an unusual kind has
Thus far he lias done his
great share in the territory
from an undue weight of crime. Hit
enemies oannot help uniting with the
territory iu acknowledging this and
now we wait with his fn- -
ture
BlflCial PapSr COlinty
Subscription
SEPTEMBER
"Defender,"
de-
monetization
Preparations
department incor-
poration
Crownpoint
inhospitable
propitious
reasonably,
thoroughly.
Pamphlets
undoubt-
edly
importance
standpoint.
particularly
impregnable
progressive
complac-
ently;
conquered.
purifying
expectation
ao tneir amy, impartially, unouwea
and with integrity, and that law abid-
ing citizens of our county will he sus-
tained and encouraged in their efforts
to acquire and insist on order and offi-
cial honesty.
Retrospection would lead ns to com
menton many circumstances, leniently
or harshly, as those cirr inn stances
warrant. We abstain now from re-
viewing severel county matters: they
will doubtless come under the keen
supervision of the grand jury or judi-
ciary power. However, we touch
lightly at this time upon the work we
do for the county gratuitously work
done for the men who were supported,
put for ward and stuck up by this pa-
per, an idea highly to be commended,
on economic grounds, and praised in-
tensely by the seven voters who form- -
ed a majority I We point out also
that the letter written by our editor to
the commissioners, the other day, auk-in- g
for an appropriation of $50 or $76
for an exhibit to the Albuquerque
fair, was not a petition, but a letter as
secretary, The commissioners could
refuse the request on any ground; hut
it is a peculiar truth that the matter
was so important, is so important,
that any effort of our county officials
would be in the most vital interest of
this community. Of this there can he
no doubt. The whole territorial press
with one or two exceptions have for
months published columns on this fair
and irrigation congress. It will be the
great event of the years gone by and
to come. There can be, In the name
of patriotism, in the name of progress,
no other thought but that of unanim
lty of action in the matter of an ex
hibit, there can be also no other idea
from the press or from the individual
bnt that of universal praise for any at-
tempt to aid this sending of an ex
hibit. The sentiment must be the
same for the utterer of a thought or
the promoter of an adverse course that
strikes against this all important mat-
ter, is a renegade to the religion of
county advancement, a follower in the
ranks of county abuse and
Card or Thanks,
Laroo, Sept. 5,
r ditor Han Juan Times.
Kind Sir: Will you please publish
and extend my heartfelt thanks to all
those who administered to the care
and wants of my wife, Mrs. D. L.
Thiehoff, in her sickness and death,
during my absence, and let them rest
assured that I will e"er remember
them. But to those who have tried to
stab me in the back and have brought
to an end one who was the dearest
and best friend, my advisor and coun-
sellor, in all that was good, my be-
loved companion for 35 years, I will
leave them to their Maker. I hold
them no ill feeling. If they feel they
are justified with their Maker in what
they did, so mote it be. But with me, I
can only bow to the inevitable. My
grief is almost unbearable. To my
kind friends, I again give my thunks,
and say, God's will be done. Ven-genc-
is his and he will surely repay.
Siucorely, Yours,
J. H, Thibhoff.
Mr. Locke'a Push and Public Spirit.
Farmington, Sept. 9.
V. 1. N. GroRTea, Esq.
Dear Sir: I have just completed
the packing of ray fair fruit. My in-
dividual list comprises 66 varieties of
apples, 9 of pears, 7 of plums and 6 of
crab apples. Many of the early apples
are so over ripe I cannot ship them.
Quite a good showing of fruit has
been brought in, but not the amount
one would would expect from a fruit
country like San Juan county. I think
we shall be able to make such a show-
ing as will make tho balance of the
territory look well to its laurels. We
start across for Wingate tomorrow,
the tenth. lion. L R. E. Paulin is to
be down in the morning with an ex-
hibit gathered in the upper part of
the county,
Hoping oar efforts may be crowned
with success and a brilliant plume
added to the crown of San Juan coun-
ty, I am, Yours Respectfully.
Wm. Locke.
Comrades. Attention.
A meeting of Lincoln Pest, No. 13,
Department of New Mexico, will be
hold at the Fair grounds Farmingion
Wednesday, Oct. 2, in the afternoon
for transaction of regular business of
the post. By order of
C. H. McHenrt, P. C.
Walter Weston; Adjt.
Mr. Thiehoff Answer The Indrx.
Larq, Sept 10.
Id I tor San Juaa Times.
As the gang and clique has at last
obtained control of the Index, will
yon please publish the following in re-
ply to Swarts'B stab after thinking that
I had left the country. As I have de-
manded an apology and cannot get a
I showing through the elique's paper.
After Swartz took possession of the
pang paper, he published that he was
going to make a county paper of it,
and would be governed by no one.
Having made arrangements with me
ana local correspondent at Largo, not
costing him a cent, as I furnished my
own pea, ink, paper, stamps, &c; ev-
erything passed off lovely while I
served him. I have letters showing
that he appreciated my work, also
that he appointed me his agent in col-
lecting his dues for this part of the
country. Parties here have been try-
ing for some time te dawn me for no
other reason than that I knew too
much of their dirty work and would
expose it to the good of the whole
county.
It seems that I was in their way.
The post office at Largo has been car-
ried on without a flaw, and I invito an
investigation, My sureties have ex-
amined my books to their satisfaction.
Bat certain parties have been trying
for some time to use me. I have be-
longed to no one, ao click, no dirty
underhanded business. Everything
that I have said or done has been
open, and at last it seems that tbey
have prevailed npon Swartz to stab
me in the baek and during my ab-
sence, a mean, low down, dirty trick,
that a suck egg, yellow pup would not
be guilty of. But I lay it to bis brain
which he has not a thimble full, and
not to his manhood, for it is not there;
to the others, all decent people in this
county know them and their reputa-
tion in the past. We do not have to
go to other states for that. We have
it here. But they have caused the
death of my beloved companion, one
who to get acquainted with was to
love and now I am waiting for the
long looked for and talked of Ru-Klu-
for to shut my mouth is to shut off my
breath. We will wait and soe.
Most Truly Yours,
J. H. Thibhoff,
Harry Myers Bobs up Serene.
The following letter was received
a few days ago, and by a careful pe-
rusal unfolds the fact that poor Harry
still has his eyes turned toward the
Mecca of homesick spirits, the land of
sunshine, and you will see that he
has a great interest in I he proposed
academy. No doubt his heartrending
experiences of the past few months
have had a mollifying effect on his
venturesome spirit.
Winslow, Sept. 5.
Mr. V.B.N. Greayea,
Dear Sir: In the last issue of The
Times I read the interesting item of a
proposed academy to be built of brick.
I will Bay it is just the thing for San
Juan county. My object in writing is
if it is to be built this fall and winter
I wish you would send me the s
so I could put in a bid on
it. I will be back there some time in
October and would take great interest
in such a cause; also I would take ex-
tensive shares in the building.
My intention is to make San Juan
county my home; therefore I would
take an interest in the academy.
Yours Truly, H. E. Myers.
A Suggestion
Flora Vista, Sept. 3.
Editor Tho san J nun Times.
Allow me to suggest to tho direc-
tors of the fair, as it has been put off
uniil October, to appoint a committee
of young men to solicit cash and lruit
and offer a premium on bicycle run-
ning and management make three
premiums each for ladies and men.
Divide the eash and fruit into six pre-
miums. Ask your merchants to offer
premiums in goods, have it come on
the day of the dance on the bridge.
Advertise it in Durango. and I think
there would be quite a number of both
ladies and gentlemen coma down and
bring others with them.
Respectfully,
N. L. Hayden.
Tha Sam Juan Fair at Farming-to- n,
OCT. 1. 2 and 3, will afford a
most pleasant time to all visitors.
Notice or Dissolution.
The partnership heretofore existing
under the name and style of ilanna &
Maupin, Photographers, is dissolved
by mutual consent. All debts will be
collected by 8. T. Maupin and all per-
sons indebted to the late firm are re-
quested to make Immediate payment.
R. O. Hanna,
S. T. Maupin.
Farmington, N. M., Sept, 2, 1895.
Big Discount
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For Cash M
Drj uflods, Bis ai Sloes, MtEk,
For the Next 60 Oavs 10 Make Room for Spring Stock.
STAPLE AND FANCY GROCERIES
.At Very Low Prices.
Call and Be Convinced.
Williams & Cooper, Farmington, N. ML
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F. M. Pierce, Agent.
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The Hardware Dealer.
Sells Goods Cheaper than Anybody Else for Casb.
DEERING MOWERS AND BINDERS.
Took Two-lhird- s World's l air Premiums.
Moline Steel Plows
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LATEST LOCAL NEWS,
Subscriptions dUs for the past
year must be raid at once.
0 Barton, of Duraago, was in town
Monday,
Joe Smith left Sunday with fralt for
Durango.
Mrs. Pyeat has been on the sick list
for a few days.
Tom Rafferty left again this week
for fruit box lumber.
Dr. A. Rosenthal has got a fine
iriviig horse for sale.
Pearl Locke arrived front Durango
Weisesday with goods.
Ira, Fnlcher Of La Plata was in
Forn&ngton this week.
Messrs. Lee and Clawson of Fruit
land were in town Monday.
J A. Laughien spent several days,
visiting Durango last week.
Trader Rush was in town last week
for several days on busine'S.
Arthur Ooolidge and family have
returned home from the mountains,
Miss Eva Goolidge of Olio was a vis
itor with Miss Grace Miller last week
Everything neat and clean is the
rale at Mrs. Triplett's boarding house
'Calvin Mercer left for the Mancos
with fruit for W. A. Hunter of that
town.
Try one of those nice meals at Vrs,
Trmlett's and you are sure to eome
again.
The Farmington school will open on
October 7. Miss Waring is engaged
to teaeh.
Mrs. J. Ellen Foster will speak at
the Methodist church next Sunday
evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Crouch of Flora Vista
were in Farmington Wednesday
hopping.
Mrs. H. T. Hubbard, jr., and Mrs
Blsworth Wise, of Fairpoint. were in
town Monday.
Sheriff Dunning visited Farmington
last eek securinr the jurymen for
the district court.
Mr. Pilon of Largo visited The
Times eo his way through Farming
ton on Thursday.
Three loads of apple boxes reached
Bowman's store from the Cherry creek
sawmill last Saturday.
Chas. Crame came in from Pagosa
Springs last week and visited with his
family for a few days.
F. Blacklocke lost a valuable Jersey
cow Snndav last. The animal was
pastured in alfalfa and bloated.
An Episcopal church will be built
ehortly in Farmiugton, corner of La
Plata avenue and Orchard street.
W. 8 Sheek is preparing to set up
his plant on the Dunham placer nine
for E. 0. Foster to bore to bedrock.
Harry Pierce has gone to school at
the Las Cruces agricultural eollege.
He accompanied Bert Co who has
Iteen there some years.
Tom Whyte, so well known to all,
was married to Mrs. Fay, an old flame
of his, at San Francisco on August 6,
Mrs. Fay is known in this district
Mr. Leonard, government official
from Ft. Lewis and C. H. MoCaa, In
dian farmer, and others came through
Farmington on their way to the res
ervation.
The meeting at Fruitland on the
cheese factory question Saturday was
a success. The chance will be taken
hold of, and a desirable addition to
the trade and income of this part se
sored.
Blair Burwell visited Goe's orchard
at Farmington last week. An esti
mate was made or tbe crops on very
conservative average grounds; this
amounted to 1,500,000 pounds of fruit.
About two barrels of fruit to a tree
Springer Stockman: The demand
for New Mexico lambs is going to be
greater than the supply this fall, says
an exchange. The sheep industry is
gradually improving. Mutton and
wool demand a better price by 50 per
cent than a year ago.
For an example of diversified farm
ing, the ranch of Walter Stevens at
Fruitland may well be noticed. This
is one of the finest ranches in the
oounty and carries nearly every prod-no- t
grown on this soil. The extensive
corn fields are really exceptional in
healthful color and growth. The
peach orchard holds a full crop and
there is a general neatness and thrift
about the place that could well be im-
itated.
O. W. Bishop of the Ban Juan is
quite Bick.
W. H. Griffith the experiment sta
tien man was in town en business on
Wednesday.
First class household furniture and
a good horse for sale. Apply at The
Times office.
Robert Roberts was down this week
seeing if he could bny cattle for his
La Plata ranch.
John Sever left for Duraneo Wednes
day, taking with him Bessie Locke
and Edith Thomas for a visit.
F. M. Pierce has gone up to Colora
do points on a visit. Probably Mr.
Pierce will go on to his old home in
Arkansas.
Jim McCoy of Flora Vista is supply
ing S. E. Koontz of Aztec with carp
for his fish pond. Mr. Koontz has at
least two and a half acres in his pond
An exceedingly enjoyable dance
and supper took place at Mrs. Miller's
residence last Thursday evening a
surprise party to Lou. Miller, who is
spending a few days at home, was the
occasion -
Geo. 8. Hood has an excellent 160
acre ranch for sale. 4 acres in orchard
18 in alfalfa, house, corrals, stables
about six miles east of Farmington.
Sate on easy terms.
Wagon load of piping arrived
Wednesday to case the shaft en the
Dunham plaeer claim. Boss Assayer
Fahriou tests the ground for gold un
til they get to bed rock.
'Montezuma Hank'' 1b now stopping
at Mr. Craig's at Junction . Hank is
not now in the habit of wearing his
hair long nor is he indulging in the
art of painting the town red, as
his name would seem to indicate.
An old miner from La Belle was
camped over on Bowman's model
farm. The miner claims that they
have one good mine at La Belle but
the people are poor as a rule. He
thought be would winter down here
Messrs. Palmer & Mack have open
ed a tin shop in Fsrmington. The
new saloon is rapidly being completed
and Messrs. Palmer & Mack will place
the roof in position, the first tin roof
in Farmington.
Bob Carnahan is doing the carpen-
ter work on the new saloon in a mas
terly and perrect manner, hob is a
good workman and knows bis busi-
ness. By the way he is the architect
and builder of the Willett Animas
bridge.
The Navajos are trading off their
ponies for cattle in southern Arizona
and Mexico. This seems to be the
best move the Indians have made yet.
Their immense herds of ponies have
always been a curse to them and the
present course is one that will tend to
remove a useless and destructive
agent from their pastures and give
them an excellent means of profit and
livlihood.
There was a large attendance at the
Fruitland baseball club danee and
supper which took place Wednesday
evening at the school house nt Fruit
land. A delightful dance and a splen
did supper were enjoyed. Farmington
was well represented. Our Fruitland
and Olio friends were joined by Misses
Mauu Waring, Grace Miller, Laura
Edna Harwood, Aggie
Miller. Mabel Jarvis, Sadie Burnham,
May and Ellen Roberts; Messrs. Pearl
Locke, Loo. Miller, George Griffin,
Bert. Hanna, John Hippenmeyer, Lee
Brown, Tom Arrington, Andy Sheek,
and Sylvester Ross. The supper waa
at Judge Webster's and was the sub
ject of the most favorable criticism
The dancers beheld the first streak of
dawn before this hospitable effort of
our neighbors came to a close.
Brirham Youne. one of the twelve
apostles of the Mormon church, Mrs
Young, Mr. and Mrs. E.C.Fos er, Mm
Allen, Miss Oliphant and Dr. A. Roe
enthal were guests at the residence of
Mr. and Mrs. V. R. N. Greaves, laat
Tuesday. A picnio dinner nnder the
trees was rendered unusually pleas
ant by the shielding presence of sev
eral clouds in the usually bright sky
Music succeeded the worship at the
shrine of Epicurus. Mrs. J. Ellen
Foster, Mr. Foster and Mr. Young
were naturally the chief participants
in the conversation that followed on
topics of a most interesting nature
the rest of the company forming
pleased listeners. Reminiscences of
the old days when the struggles of the
devoted and brave Mormon people,
their great invasion and conquering
of the inhospitable desert, formed a
theme on which this leading Mormon
gentleman could speak with experi-
ence. "Devotion to their creed
forms," said he, "ths mainspring of
their lives." (And so it shouM be,
and so it has been with our Christian
martyrs, Puritan aneestors.or with the
Huguenot victims. Devotion to creed
raised Peter the Hermit and sent the
Crusader against the Pavnim hosts.
fhe ereed of Mahomet set the stand
ard of the Crescent over thousands.)
Mrs. Foster has addressed the multi-
tude in the great temple, and ohatted
with enthusiasm of a pleasant exper
ience amongst tbe citizens of Salt
Lake. It happened that Mr. Foster
was sent by President Harrison to in- -
terview the president ef the church
during the late t ouble: so his powers
as a "reconteur" were brought into
play. Mr. Young has been visiting
his home in Fruitland and will go
from here to the Mancos where he
has business. This prominent and en- -
lightened member of the Mormon
church is the son of the great Brighao
Young and inherits many of the ster
ling qualities of that famous leader
and organizer. Mr. Young is a man
of broad and liberal views, whilst his
traveled experience of his fellow men
and his natural courtesy make him an
agreeable and instructive companion
and a valued friend.
Jury Panel.
Grand Jary:
M. L. Page,
U. Cato,
W. S. Mitchell,
Q. Cato,
John S. Rodgers,
E. M. Gibson,
Harry Hepler,
Wright Leggett,
Ot. W. Jones,
Percy N. Gollyer,
G. W. Allen,
John S. Cox.
George F. Burnham,
J. Felix Gallegos,
H. B. Knickerbocker,
J. E. McCarty,
H. P. Bchulz,
C. H. Bissel,
George A. Tinker,
H R. Skinner,
F. J. Ooolidge,
A. Woodward,
L. W. Coe,
Olayborn Brimhall,
Alex Scharf,
W. H. Griffith,
James Fogle,
Petit Jury:
D. E. Lobato,
Wils Everson,
J. E. Goodwin,
Victor Trujillo,
E. N. Beach,
Jose F. Martinez,
J. C. Impson,
John McDermott,
E. F. Spinner,
E. N. Shellhamer,
Julian Trujillo,
E. H. Elmer,
Fred Bunker,
J. M. Morrison.
Rufus Rambaugh,
G. L. Coon,
Fred H. Tully.
Nicholas Aragon,
Henry Van Bocken,
Reinhold Tuur,
D. A. Atturburv.
T. M. F. Whyte,
E. K. Hill,
"D. F. Daniels,
Pablo Candelario,
James H. Triplett,
L. H. Miller,
F. T. Am lot.,
Benito Ulibarri,
J. Sohlier.
J. S- - Hilton,
J. H. Austin,
R. G. Graf,
G. L Cooper.
An vert ised Mail.
N. J. Frazer, Alberto Gallegos, A. F.
Waldron, Wiu. Faris, George Black,
Dolph Lusk.
Reduced Kates un Horse Shoeing.
Plates, f1 25 cash; credit or trade
$1.50. Light team, $2.50 cash; credit
or trade $3. No. 4, $1.60 cash; credit
or trade $1.75. Nos. 5, 6, er 7. $1.75;
credit or trade $2. Cow pony $1; cred-
it or trade $1.25. Special shoeing,
special prices. Niwton & Graf,
Farmington, N. M. Blacksmiths.
You Can Get
Good Board sWith
Nice Pleasant Rooms,
At
REASONABLE RATES.
From
MRS.
San Juau Ave.
H. TRIPLETT.
Farmington, N Mi
To
For sale in tracts to suit the buyer on easy terms. There is no more favored
properly anywnere m the .san Juan country. It lies very level on a command
ing, elevated mesa overlooking the valleys of tbe Animas and San Juan riven
and the unction of these two streams. As this is new and desirable property
on the market the early buyer is the one who secures tbe choice. For parrese
lars call on or address
FARMINGTON, N. M.
I haye frequent applications for property of different descriptions and aJproperty listed with me will receive careful attention.
If you want any information regarding land and water in 9an Jata
county, drop me a line and I will promptly respond.
N. M.
The Cheapest
Plact in Town
To Buy.
Produce
of All Kinds
Taken Here
in
.
cf
Sold with
F
R
s
H
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&
MiUa are located at Thompson'! Park,
Peatofloe address. DLX. OOLO.
ill
FarmingtoiK
Homer HaV
Homer Hays,
Farmington,
Groceries Sold
Closer than
Anywhere
the County.
GROCERIES
Laisra
Farmingten,
N. Mex.
Arlington's
Residence
Addition to
Farmington,
West Presbyterian Churoh.
LOTS, 50X200 FEET,
Under Farmington Ditch. Water Right
Purchasers.
Lots. Easy Terms Godl
Consult
T. Arrington
Cherry Creek
SAW MILLS
Bowman Carson, Prop'rs
ROUGH AND DRESSED LUMBER
Shingles, Box Material and Lath
It xaUea from Date s
THE FALL OF PRICES.
WHAT ARE THE TRUE FIGURES
IN THE PROBLEM?
Champion of Gold Standard Accused of
I'slng Fal.e .Worugna Ilorr Mathe-
matical Accuracy Requires Computa-
tion to Do Made.
D. 0. Mason in Chicago Daily Record:
In port the issue between those who
favor the free coinage of silver, of bi-
metallism, and thoae who oppose such
coinage is a question which Involves
the extent of the fall of prices since
the year 1873. The silverites aver that
th6 decline in the prices of comrmditles
in general exhibits a signal proportion
to the declir In the price of silver bul-
lion, the downward movement of the
latter being responsible for the down-
ward movement of the former. To sup-
port this view various evidences are
set forth; for instance, that silver bul-
lion has had during Its shrinkage of
valuation in the world's markets a cer-
tain steadiness of purchasing power in
exchange for staple articles, while the
purchasing power of gold has corre-
spondingly advanced. This position is
rejected by the goldites, who resort to
elaborate statistical tables of prices for
proof that the contention of their op-
ponents Is untrue, and seem to show by
the quoted figures, that the fall of prices
from 1860 to 1892, covering 232 different
commodities, was only about 8 per cent
on the average, so that the decline from
1873 was from a heavy advance in
prices above what they were In 1860,
and not from a legitimate starting
point.
Now there Is an insuperable objection
to the use of these tabulations of aver-
age prices. They are not actual prices,
but only theoretic prices, and they bear
the same sort of relation to actual
prices which Bophistry bears to legiti-
mate argument. In brief, they are
prices obtained by violating a rule of
arithmetic, yet they are paraded as
having all the faculties and inclinations
of mathematical accuracy and certainty,
while really involving an Increase of
blunder at every advancing step of
their spurious computation or if their
complication with other prices. If, for
example, a fundamental error of arith-
metical calculation is committed in
obtaining the average price of any in-
dividual commodity for one day, how
much augmented and aggravated must
the error become when the calculation
is extended over a week, a month, or a
year, and how utterly unreliable, and
oven worthless, must such average
price become when wrought Into com-
bination with 231 other average prices,
each arrived at through the same
vicious and misleading process directly
violating arithmetical requirements.
In order to compute an average price
arithmetic demands the division of ag-
gregate cos, by aggregate quantity; or,
to express the rule differently, there
must be obtained first of all the total
of the quantities sold of any commodity,
or of an assortment of commodities,
sum of values realized at the various
prices, whereupon the sum is to be di-
vided by the total, end the quotient
is the average price. But within the
last half century there has come into
vogue a bastard system of calculating
average prices a method which prob-
ably had Its origin in the frequent Im-
possibility of procuring the quantites
and the values indispensable io arith-
metical accuracy. I3y this illegitimate
process the proper and essential data
are entirely, arbitrarily, recklessly ig-
nored, and average prices are
computed by adding together the dif-
ferent prices and dividing by their
number? a departure from fact and
truth which is without an atom of rea-
son or justification, because It invaria-
bly lead-- ; to error continually, in every
directii n whither it proceeds, and ac-
cumulates error upon error until a jum-
ble of absurdities and inconsequentiali-t- !
hfs been put in mathematical form
With the superficial appearance of un-- t
illablo strength, yet worthless for
en;- - purpose of argument except to
demonstrate Its falsity and utter un-
reliability.
Let me here illustrate the wide dif-
fer- :ice In result between the genuine
method and the BpurlOUB mthod of com-
puting average prices: Ten barrels of
Hour at $3.75 each and one barrel at
$G.50 would amount to $44; dividing
this sum by eleven, which is the total
of quantities, we have $4 as the aver-
age price. Or, on reversing the terms
of the problem, one barrel of flour at
$3.7') ard ten barrels at $6.50 each
would amout to $68.75; and, as before,
dividing by 11, we obtain $6.25 as the
average. This la the arithmetical
method the sound process; it will en-
dure every test of accuracy to which it
can be subjected. But the bastard
method arrives at exactly the same an-
swer in both of these problems. Ac-
cording to that metliJd the two prices
$3.75 and $6.50 are added, making
the sum of $10.25 In each case; and on
division by two, which is the number
of different prices, we get $5.12 as
the average price a bastard average
which is $1.12 above the fact in one
instance, and $1.12Vb below the fact In
the other instance. At the rate above
the fact the eleven barrels would have
cost $56.37Vfcan error of $12.37 a lit-
tle more than 28 per cent wrong. At
the rate below the fact the eleven bar-
rels would have cost precisely the same
as before, with the same amount of
error, but now too little. Save as
curiosities of maladroit computation,
what practical use can such trash of
statistics be to anybody To palm them
off upon the public as genuine prices
and as staple material for argument
la seeking to obtain the people's con-
victions under false pretenses.
The illustrations above given of get-
ting average prices by sound rule and
by violation of sound rule are supposed
cases. Let us now apply these oppo-
site methods to actual experience. Be-
low are the quantity and value of flour
exported from the United States in each
fiscal year named, to which is added
the average price a barrel, the fraction
of a cent being extended to three deci-
mal places for the sake of great exact-
ness:
Years
ending Invoice Av. per
June30. Barrels. value?. barrel.
1862... 4,882,033 $27,534,295 $5.63990
1863... 4,390,055 28,366.069 6.46144
1864... 3,557,347 25,588,249 7.13310
1865... 2,604,542 27,222,031 10.45175
1866... 2,183,050 18,396,686 8,42706
1867... 1,300,106 12,803,775 9.84825
1S68... 2,076,423 20,887,798 10.05950
1869... 2,431,873 18,813,865 7.73637
1870... 3,463,333 21,169,593 6.11249
1871... 3,653,811 24,093,184 6.59393
1872... 2,514,535 17,955,684 7.11076
1873... 2,562,086 19,381,664 7.56480
1874... 4,094,094 29,258,094 7.14641
Totals. 39,713,318 $291,470,987 $7.3393S
These are average prices which are
genuine and reliable. They are so near
to absolute correctness that on multi-
plying the grand total of 39,713,318 bar-
rels by $7,33938, the general average
price, the product will be found to be
only $143.76 in excess of the fact, and a
trivial error, which might be greatly
reduced, or altogether avoided, by suf-
ficiently extending the decimal places
representing the fraction of a cent in
the price.
How different, however, will be the
result of computing average price by
the method which violates arithmetical
rule. In that case the sum of the an-
nual average prices is $100.37576, which,
on being divided by 13, the number of
different prices, yields an average of
$7.7212123 per barrel, or $0.3818323 In
excess of the real average. This error,
applied to the grand total of 29,713,318
barrels, amounts to $15,103,972.41. being
a departure of a trifle over 5 per cent
from the fact. And If an error to that
extent can be committed in falsely com-
muting tho average price of a single
commodity, who can truthfully say that
a like error will not be committed many
scores of times in computing the aver-
age prices of several hundred commo-
dities? When, therefore, it is asserted
about the general average price per
year of 232 different articles, measured
in their rise or fall ip price by an Index
number, that the decline between the
year 1860 and 1892 was only about 8
per cent, what reliance can be safely
placed on the conclusion, and what pos-
sible worth Is It as evidence that the
silverites are wrong iu their conten-
tion?
Tho long array of prices sup-
porting the conclusion bears on
its own face testimony to its
own unreliability. Where is to
be found the record of quantities
sold and of values obtained therefore,
covering several hundred commodities
throughout more than thirty years, and
furnishing such a divisor and such a
dividend as would comply with arith-
metical rule in ascertaining average
prices? Who can point out such a rec-
ord? Nobody, for the record does not
exist and never has existed in a shape
to be available for the purpose named.
Only one resort has been open to use
the spurious and worthless method of
adding prices together and dividing by
their number.
It is no defense of such prices to say
that they are published under the au-
thority of the United States, and are
embodied in a report made by the
finance committee of the United States
senate. Arithmetical rule Is not to be
nullified by the pressure of mere au-
thority, no matter how high and power-
ful. The government, in preparing sta-
tistics for public Information and use,
is as much bound to obey the rules of
arithmetic as any private individual.
When government refuses such obed-
ience, its departure from mathematical
accuracy has no more binding force,
and deserves no more respect, than the
same blunder committed by one of its
most Ignorant citizens. Whoever em-
ploys these bastard prices in argument,
giving them the position and signifi-
cance of general prices, serves under
the banner of error and contributes to
the exaltation of sophistry.
A still greater entanglement in error
takes place when, to strengthen the
case against the friends of bimetallism,
tho false average prices are reduced to
equivalent gold value; for such reduc-
tion must be preceded by the ascertain-
ment of the average price of gold an
unattainable end. Not even for one
day, much less for a week, a month
or a year, can the average price of gold
be obtained, simply because no record
was kept of the data essential to the
purpose from Jan. 13, 1862, until the
close of December, 1878 the period of
almost seventeen years during which
gold was at a premium. It would be
necossary to have the total quantities
of gold sold within any chosen term
and the whole sum paid for these quan-
tities before the divisor and the divi
dend would be supplied, as demanded
by the arithmetical rule. In the absence
of these indispensable data, the only
substitute is the false method of adding
together the different prices of gold and
dividing by their number. That addi-
tional violation of arithmetical rule
augments and complicates the blunder.
An argument built up on such an un-
sound foundation is like a tree rotten
at the roots, which must be rotten in
its branches.
It Is full time to call a halt in the use
of these doctored statistics of prices.
The evil grows constantly. It shows
Itself on every hand. As long ago as
1863 the finance report of the United
States for that fiscal year set forth the
highest and lowest prices of a con-
siderable list of staple articles, followed
by the average price obtained by the
spurious method. This list embraced
the period 1825-1SG- 3. I have an annual
report of the New York produce ex-
change, in which every average price
is of the bastard sort. The late Prof.
Elliott of the treasury department pre-
pared the false average prices of gold,
which wero used by that bureau of
statistics to reduce the currency values
of Imported merchandise to equivalent
gold value, as published in tabulations
by tho bureau a mode of statement
which has led many honest minds to
erroneous conclusions. Now we have
the voluminous report of the finance
committee of the United States senate
tainted with the same violation of arith-
metical rule. What has brought into
such persistent vogue a practice so in-
excusable, when it is considered that
every graduate of our public schools is
taught the rule which governs the case,
and should be armed with information
to detect at once the violation of the
rule?
DECIDEDLY MEAN.
Tho Decision of a Denver Jnctgo on a
Disturbance Case.
A Salvation Army captain nas been
arrested and sentenced to thirty days
in jail in Denver, Col., for "disturbing
the peace," but really for holJing out-
door meetings of tho familiar noi3y
sort. This captain is a woman,
Blanche Cox, and she is said to be re-
fined and educated, and to have of-
fended no more seriously against the
peace and quiet of the good people of
Denver than Salvation Army meetings
are apt to. There mfty be circum-
stances that afford some justification
for this performance of the Denver au-
thorities, but it looks from this dis-
tance as though they had been guilty
of a bit of mean intolerance, of which
their city ought to be thoroug'ily
ashamed. Tho Salvation Army is a
noisy institution, and their noise is an
annoyance, and at times a nuisance, but
it can be easily borne if the spirit and
purpose behind it and the great good
accomplished by that organization be
kept in mind. Exchange.
Peasant Costume for Fair.
Suitable costumes for the waitresses
at an international fair to be held In
a church would bo the peasant cos-
tumes of the various nations. The most
picturesque of the French peasant cos-
tumes Is the Normandy, which consists
of a gray woolen skirt, worn ankle
length, a black overskirt turned back,
washerwoman fashion, a black velvet
bodice with a white muslin chemisette
and short puffed sleeves. The cap
should be of the kind known as Nor-
mandy. The Italian costume is a
bright-- colored skirt, with a long white
lace or drawn-wor- k apron. A Roman
silk scarf should be knotted about the
waist. A black velvet bodice and a
muslin chemisette and long very full
sleeves with a little Italian cap com-
plete the costume. The Italian cap is a
long and narrow strip of linen which is
placed lengthwise over the forehead
with the corners turned back. The
Dutch peasant wears a skirt of rough
cloth with a long apron made with a
square bib, a chemisette and sleeves
similar to the French costume and a
cap of stiff white linen shaped like a
halo and worn with gold ear-ring- s. Tho
Russian costume has a long skirt, over
which Is worn a heavily-embroidere- d
long apron, the usual bodice, long
sleeves and a cap, cone-shape- d, with a
veil hanging from the end.
A rouruKooui Widow.
Amos Storey was one of the early
Rettlars of Vermont. He plunged into
the wilderness and started to clear
land to which he was entitled by beinp;
the first settler. One day he was killed
by the falling of a tree. His wife, who
was still in Connecticut, hearing of the
disaster, resolved to take his place and
clear tho farm herself, though she had
ten small children. Years of toil, dan-
ger and hardship followed, but she
actually carried out this remarkable
determination. Before the sharp edge
of her ax, acre after acre of forest gavo
place to fertile field. With her own
hand the logs and bushes were burned
and fruits and crops planted and
raised. Fish were lured from their re-
treats by her angling and game was
supplied by her unerring rifle, in
order to have a safe retreat from In-
dians and wild beasts she dug out an
underground room with a small en-
trance In a thicket, where she nightly
retreated with her children. Unassist-
ed she thus supported herself and chil-
dren until they were old enough to
help, and found themselves the pos-
sessors of a large and valuable farm.
THE AMERICAN LIBRARY
The seventeenth general conference
of the American Library Association
will commence in Denver, Tuesday,
August 13th. at 0 o'clock a. in. The
Sessions the first day will be held in tin;
Chamber of Commerce building, and
subsequent sessions in the High School
building. Everybody is most cordially
invited to attend. An outline of the e
has been officially announced
as follows:
Tuesday, August 13, ',) a. m. Address
of presidents and reports.
Tuesday, 230 p. m.--(a) Reports, (b)
International in indexing
Scientific Journals, (c) General Cata-
logue of American Literary Journals.
Tuesday, s p. m. Open meeting, roll
two-minu- te speeches.
Wednesday, it a. m. (at Supplement
" u. a. catalogue, (b) Cataloguing
in the Future.
Wednesday. 22H) rv m i immni.r
Hooks; Discororlnc and Exclndlns
I'lieill Isyiu'iosiutni: llil Him- - ) T.lhrnr.
Ian Reads: fel Llhrnrloa In Siwnmlnrv
Schools; uli Copyright Depositories.
luursaay, u a. m. (a) Changing a
Subscription to a Free Library; l
Handbook of MhKirv filnnnnmw. In THvn
Fundamentals; (d) Helping Inquirers.
mursaay, p. m. Section meetings.
Friday, ! a. in. Election, reports, etc.
Friday, 2:30 p. m. Question box.
On Saturday, the Kith, the librarians
will Starl on iheir rrln
spending Sunday al Hotel Colorado.
Llenwood Springs, and Tuesday In and
about Colorado Springs and Manltou.
On Wednesday, August the 21st, they
ui noKi tin' closing sessions of their
conference m Colorado Springs. The
programme of this session win i. mi.
uounced at the Denver meeting.
Willie. o( course, the suliiei-- ilw- -
cussed ;it the meeting are of ninul rnlun
to the professional librarians, they are
of Interest to others as well. The sec-
ond session, held at 2::;n p. m.. Tuesday,
August 13. will Include discussions in
regard to International in
indexing scientific journals. This sub-ject should attract to the meeting all
tliose who arc interested in scientific
research. All the most recent discover-
ies of science are given to the world
through the medium of the scientific
Journals. Unless things are adequately
Indexed the material is, in a large meas-
ure unavailable.
The session on Tuesday night will in-
clude tWO-mlnu- to speeches, pertinent
illlDCl'tinciit. bv nnv nnn mifflnlnnrlv
Interested to make them; the people
who think they have Improved ideas
to impart to professional librarians are
earnestly invited to take advantage of
tills opportunity and make their sug-
gestions.
The question of Improper books will
be discussed mi Wednesday afternoon,
and should attract the attention of
school teachers, parents, and others
whose duty it is to look after the read-
ing of th" young. This is too often left
to the librarian, whose multitudinous
duties make it almost Impossible for
liini to supervise the reading of the pa-
trons of his library, and the
of those who have charge of chll-re- n
would naturally assist biro In the
fulfillment of his duties, and also re-
move a cause df complaint that is very
living to those who are doing what
they can to satisfy the public demands
tor good literature.
Many of the leading librarians of the
country will take part in these discus-
sion. Mr. Henry M. Utley, of the Detroit
'roe library; Frank I'. Hill, of the .New-
ark Public library: Mr. K. R. Bowker
of New York: Mr. Melvll Dewey, New
York Stale library; Mr. .. X. Lamed, of
the Buffalo library; Mr. A. V. Whelp-ley- ,
of the Cincinnati Public library; Dr.
George 10. Wire. Newberry library, Chi-
cago; Miss Mary S. Cutler, of Albany,
are among those who are lu st known
in the library world. Others whoso rep-
utation is of no less Ininortnnnp. will
also be present and add to the value of
Hie discussions.
Tho Rtttle of til- - Y.,lu Kiver.
The battle of Yalu River between tin
Japanese and the Chinese fleets lias al
ready taken its place in history as ont
"f Hie most remarkable naval' engage
inenta of modern times. It will lie in
ten stiii.',', therefore, to read a graphli
description of the battle fmni m
American who as commander of one ol
lie ( hinese iron-clad- and snch a d
scrlption lias been contributed to
tiio ( entury for Augusl by Mr
I'hifoN. McGifUn, of "Washington. Penn
sylvania, who lias recently reiunnM
trout China. Cwnmander McGiftiu was
in i he employ of tin. Chinese govern
meat at the Naval War Colle.'e. uml
upon the opening of hostilities volun-
teered and va assigned to the com-
mand of the Chen Yuen. His straight-
forward description of the events of tip.
progress of the battle gives the reader
a very vivid idea of It. which is sup-
plemented by a large number of illus-
trations and by a map drawn by the
author, whose comments on tip. rela
tion of the battle to modern naval war-
fare are not the least Interesting part
of the article, Mr. McGiflln touches
modestly upon his own part in the en-
gagement, in which he was severely
wounded, in the same number is tin
article by Captain A. T. Mahan. author
of "Sea rowel' in rUstonr. rlpnllnrr wltti
the battle from the point of view an
expert naval critic.
Th Rorlnt-- dtntt,
The first annual report of the Corinth('anal company shows that the Income
of the canal does nut cover the working
expenses. The number of ships which
passed through the canal in the tirst
imarter of the current year was B03,
Most of these vessels were Greek ships.
ine sTcnmcrsoi me Kngiish Prince lino
have hitherto used the canal, but they
will not do ! in future, as lite passage
is considered too dangerous! The
amount or capital Inveated in the canal
is about $UWW.iJU0.
Tobacco lettered and Torn,
Every day re mm; the wan with Bhabbjr
clothes, sallow skin, aco shambling footsteps,
holding out a tobacco-pulfclc- band for tbe char-
ity quarter. Tobacco destroys manhood and
the happiness of perfect Tltohfy. a la
guaranteed to cure just such rases, and )t'
charity to make them try. Sold under guaran-
tee to cure by Druggists everywhere. Hook
free. Addro-- s Sterling Remedy Co., New-Yor-
City or Chicago.
The Thouchtful Chatricey.
A gwil story la told on Chamicey Depew.
Ho reclved n" letter from a young married
friend in Albany asking for a pass for his
mother-in-la- who was coining to make
him a visit and closing with the dcllcutw
hint "Don't forget to have the return cou-
pon attached." Mr. Dspew Is nothing If not
worldly wise and sympathetic, and in send-
ing the pass he wrote: "l have Dot neg-
lected the return coupon, and have limited
It tu three days." Minneapolis Journal.
A good minister asked a girl what repre-
sentative of the religious press she liked
best, and she replied: "My Sunday night
beau."
Summer
Weakness
Is caused by thin, weak, impure
blood. To have pure blood which
will properly sustain your health
aud give nerve strength, take
Hood's
Sarsaparilla
ASK YOUR DRUGGIST FOR
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DR. GUHN'S
IMPROVED
LIVER PILLS
A MILD PHYSIC.
HVr. PILif, FOR A DOSE.
A moTeiaent ol thy bwj.i each day m nucessnry fnt
health, Tbasa pill supply what the system hicks to(aako it regular, They tteadashe, brighten the
Kyea, and elear the Complexion hotter than cosmetics.
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will mail Himiile tron, ir ft fall ho for Mo. Hold every-
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THE COMPANY PAVS THE FREICHT
3n their oommoiHrense new steel horse whin, Will
iolat26tonsof rook 800 tost each shift, Isiustni safe
md roliublo as an engine H can be marked anywhere
a jack end oo, tto con wbcels or
olntohesto break. Do r cut. Is
wrought iron ami steel uiul will bend
before breiiklai;. Over in nee
soiiio running li years williout one
dollar's espsnse, We make horse-
uoi.- ,s at p.aces, M, i.) no eiB
mi on up. Heine Ulurtriit,Mii circular to THH
vmim CO.. I3) OwU St.. Danrar. Colo.
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CHAPTER V. (Costikuep).
"It is a very welcome Invasion,
ma'am," said he, clearing his throat
and pulling at his high collar. "Try
this garden chair. What Is there that
I can do for you? Shall I ring and let
Mrs. Denver know that you are here?"
"Pray do not trouble, Admiral. I
only looked In with reference to our lit-
tle chat this morning. I wish that you
would give us your powerful support
at our coming meeting for the Improve
ment of the condition of woman.
"No, ma'am, I can't do that." He
pursed up his lips and shook his griz-
zled head.
"And why not?"
"Against my principles, ma'am."
"But why?"
"Because woman has her duties and
man has his. I may be
but that Is my view. Why, what Is
the world coming to? I was saying to
Dr. Walker only last night that we
shall have a woman wanting to com-
mand the Channel Fleet next."
"That is one of the few professions
which cannot be improved," said Mrs.
Westmacott, with her sweetest smile.
"Poor woman must still look to man for
protection."
"I don't like these new-fangle- d ideas,
ma'am. I tell you honestly that I
don't. I like discipline, and I think
every one is better for it. Women have
got a great deal which they had not In
the days of our fathers. They have
universities all for themselves, I am
told, and there are women doctors, I
hear. Surely they should rest content-
ed. What more can they want?"
"You are a sailor, and sailors are al-
ways chivalrous. If you could see how
things really are, you would change
your opinion. What are the poor things
to do? There are so many of them anil
so few things to which they can turn
their hands. Governesses? But there
are hardly any situations. Music and
drawing? There is not one in fifty who
has any special talent in that direction.
Medicine? It is still surrounded with
difficulties for women, and it takes
many years and a small fortune to
qualify. Nursing? It Is hard work 111
paid, and none but the strongest can
stand It. What would you have them
do then, Admiral? Sit down and
starve?"
"Tut, tut! It is not so bad as that."
"The pressure is terrible. Advertise
for a lady companion at ten shillings a
week, which Is less than a cook's wage,
and see how many answers you get.
There Is no hope, no outlook, for these
struggling thousands. Life Is a dull,
sordid struggle, lending down to a
cheerless old ago. Yet when we try to
bring some little ray of hope, some
chance, however distant, of something
better, we are told by chivalrous gen-
tlemen that it is against their princi-
ples to help."
The Admiral winced, but shook his
head in dissent.
"There is banking, the law, veterin-
ary surgery, government ofTtces, the
civil service, all these at least should
be thrown freely open to women, if
they have brains enough to compete
successfully for them. Then if woman
were unsuccessful it would be her own
fault, and the majority of the popula
tion of this country could no longer
complain that they live under a differ-
ent law to the minority, and that they
are held down in poverty and serfdom,
with every road to Independence sealed
to them."
"What would you propose to do,
ma'am?"
"To set the more obvious injustices
right, and so to pave the way for a re-
form. Now look at that man digging
in the field. I know him. He can
neither read nor write, he Is steeped in
whisky, and he has as much intelli-
gence as the potatoes that he is dig-
ging. Yet the man has a vote, can pos-
sibly turn the scale of an election, and
may help to decide the policy of this
empire. Now. to take the nearest ex-
ample, here am I, a woman, who have
had some education, who have traveled,
and who have seen and studied the in-
stitutions of many countries. I hold
considerable property, und I pay more
In Imperial taxes than that man spends
in whisky, which is saying a great deal,
and yet I have no more direct influence
upon the disposal of the money which
I pay than the fly which creeps along
p the wall. Is that right? Is it fair?"
The Admiral moved uneasily In his
chair. "Yours is an exceptional case,"
said he.
"But no woman has a voice. Consider
that the women are a majority In the
nation. Yet If there was a question of
legislation upon which all women were
agreed upon one side and all the men
upon the other, It would appear that
the matter was settled unanimously
when more than half the population
were opposed to it. Is that right?"
Again the Admiral wriggled. It was
very awkward for the gallant seaman
to have a handsome womuc opposite
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to him, bombarding htm with questions
to none of which he could And an an-
swer. "Couldn't even get the tomplons
out of his guns," as he explained the
matter to the Doctor that evening.
"Now those are really the points that
we shall lay stress upon at the meet-
ing. The free and complete opening of
the professions, the final abolition of
the zenana I call It, and the franchise
to all women who pay Queen's taxes
above a certain sum. Surely there Is
nothing unreasonable In that. Nothing
which could offend your principles. Wo
shall have medicine, law, and the
church all rallying that night for the
protection of woman. Is the navy to
be the one profession absent?"
The Admiral Jumped out of his chair
with an evil word In his throat. "There,
there, ma'am," he cried. "Drop It for
a time. I have heard enough. You've
turned me a point or two. I won't deny
It. But let It stand at that. I will think
it oyer."
"Certainly, Admiral. We would not
hurry you In your decision. But wo
still hope to see you on our platform."
She rose and moved about In her loung-
ing masculine fashion from one picture
to another, for the walls were thickly
covered with reminiscences of the Ad-
miral's voyages.
"Hullo!" said she. "Surely this ship
would have furled all her lower canvas
and reefed her topsails if she found her-
self on a lee shore with the wind on her
quarter."
"Of course she would. The artist was
never past Gravesend, I swear. It's the
Penelope as she was on the 14th of
June, 1S57, In the throat of the Straits
of Banca, with the Island of Banca on
the starboard bow, and Sumatra on the
port. He painted It from description,
but, of course, as you very sensibly say,
all was snug below and she carried
storm sails and double-reefe- d topsails,
for it was blowing a cyclone from the
sou'east. I compliment you, ma'am, I
do indeed!" i
"Oh, I have done a little sallorlng
myself as much as a woman can as- -
plre to, you know. This Is the Bay of
Funchal. What a lovely frigate!"
"Lovely, you say! Ah, she was love- -
ly! That Is the Andromeda. I was a
mate aboard of her they
call It now, though I like the old name
beBt."
"What a lovely rake her masts have,
and what a curve to her bows! She '
must have been a clipper."
The old sailor rubbed his hands and
his eyos glistened. His old ships bor- -
dered close upon hla wife and his son
in his affections. i
"I know Funchal." said the lady care- -
lessly. "A couple of years ago I had a
seven-to- n cutter-rigge- d yacht, the Ban- -
shee, and we ran over to Maderla from
Falmouth."
"You, ma'am, In a seven-tonner-
"With a couple of Cornish lads for a
crew. Oh, it was glorious! A fortnight
right out In the open, with no worries,
no letters, no callers, no petty thoughts,
nothing but the great silent sky. They
talk of riding, Indeed, I am fond of
horses, too, but what Is there to com- -
pare with the swoop of a little craft
as she pitches down the long steep side
of a wave, and then the quiver and
spring as she Is tossed upwards again?
Oh, if our souls could transmigrate I'd
be a seamew above all birds that fly!
But I keep you, Admiral. Adieu!"
The old sailor was too transported
with sympathy to say a word. He could
only shnke her broad muscular hand.
thought.
thought
the the
most sensible that 1 ever
knew."
"Except on the ques-
tion, of course."
"Oh, know. good
deal to say for on also. In
mother, I have taken a platform
her
CHAPTER VI.
STORY.
UT THIS was not
to the only event-- f
u 1 conversation
Mrs. West-
macott that
person In the Wild-
erness who des-
tined to find his
opinions consider-
ably Two
neighboring famil
ies, the Wlnslows from Anerley,
and the from Gipsy
Hill, invited to tennis
and the was gay in
the evening the
men bright dresses
To people, sitting
In their wicker-wor- k garden
chairs, the darting, stooping, springing
figures, the of skirts and
canvas Bhoes.the click the
rackets and sharp the
the continual fifteen
all!" of the marker, made up a merry
and exhilarating scene. To see their
and daughters so flushed and
healthy and happy gave them also a
reflected glow, and it was hard to say
who had mot pleasure from the same,
those who played or those who watched.
Mrs. Westmacott had just finished o
set when she caught a glimpse of Clara
Walker sitting alone at the further end
of the ground. She ran down the court,
cleared the net to the amazement of the
visitors, and seated herself beside her
Clara's reserved and refined nature
shrank from the boisterous franknes-an- d
strange manners of the widow, and
yet her feminine Instinct told her that
beneath all her peculiarities there lay
much that was good and noble. Sh
smiled up her, therefore, and nodd-
ed a greeting.
aren't you playing, then?
for goodness sake, begin to be languid
and young ladylsh. you give ur
active sports you give up youth."
"I have played a set, Mrs. Westma-
cott."
"That's right, my dear." She sat down
beside her, and tapped her upon the
arm with her tennis racket. "I like you,
my dear, and I am to call
Clara. You are not as aggressive as I
should Clara, but still I like you
very Is all very-well- ,
you but we have had rath-
er too much of It on our side, and
should like to see a little on the other.
What do you think of my nephew,
Charles?"
The question was so suddon and un-
expected that Clara gave quite a jump
In her chair. "I I I hardly ever have
thought of your nephew Charles." I
"No? Oh, you must think him well
over, for I want to speak to you about
him.."
"To But why?"'
"It seemed to me most delicate.
see, Clara, the matter Btands in this
way. It is quite possible that I may soon
find In a completely new sphere
of which will Involve fresh duties
and make It impossible for me to keep
up a household which Charles can
share."
Clara stared. Did this mean that she
was about to marry again? What else
could It point to?
"Therefore Charles must have a
household of his own. That Is obvious.
Now, I don't approve of es-- :
tabllshments. you?"
"Really, Mrs. Westmacott, I have
never thought of the matter."
"Oh, you little sly puss! Was
ever a girl who never thought of the
matter? I think that a young man of
ought to be married."
Clara felt uncomfortable. The
awful thought had come upon her that
this ambassadress had come to her as
a proxy with a proposal of marriage.
But could that be? She had not
spoken more than three or four time
with her nephew, and knew
more of him than he had, told her on the
evening before. It was impossible, then.
And what could his aunt mean
this discussion of his private affairs"
"Do you not think yourself," she per-
sisted, "that a young man of
Is better married?"
"I should think that he Is old enough
to decide for himself."
"Yes, yes. He has done so. But Charles
is just little shy, Just a little slow In
expressing himself. I that I
would pave the way for him. Two wom-
en arrange these things so much
better. Men sometimes have a difficulty
In making themselves clear."
"I really hardly follow you, Mrs.
Westmacott," cried Clara in despair.
"He has no profession. But he has
nice tastes. He reads Browning every
night. And he Is most amazingly strong.
When he was younger we used to put
on the gloves together, but I cannot
persuade him to now, for ho says he
cannot play light enough. I should al-
low him five hundred, which should
enough at first."
"My dear Mrs. Westmacott," cried
Clara, "I assure you that I have not
the least idea what it Is that you are
talking of."
"Do you think your sister Ida would
have my nephew Charles?"
tne was nair way down the garden path Her sister Ida? Quite a little thrill
oerore sne heard him calling and 0f relief and of pleasure ran through
saw his grizzled head and weather- - ner at the Ida and Charles
stained face looking out from behind Westmacott. She had never of
the curtains. jt And yet they had been a g0OQ dea
"You may put me down for the plat- - together. They had played tennis. They
form," he cried, and vanished abashed had shared the tandem tricycle. Again
behind curtain of his Times, where carne thrill of joy, and close at its
his wife found him at lunch time. heels the cold questionings of con- -
"I hear that you have had quite a science. Why this joy? What was the
long chat with Mrs. Westmacott," said rea source of It? Was It that deep
she- down, somewhere pushed back In the
"Yes, and I think she Is ofone b&ck recesses of the soul, there was
the women
woman's rights
I don't She had a
herself that
fact,
ticket for meeting."
AN OLD
be
which
held
woman.
when
was
changed.
Cumberbatches
had been Mrs.
Westmacott, lawn
with of
young and of
the girls. the older
round
white sweep
of of
of balls,
with love
at
Don't
When
going you
wish,
much.
know,
me?
You
life,
bachelor
there
very
how
nothing
yet
a
thought
be
her,
that
the thought lurking that If
prospered in his wooing then
would still be free? How mean,
how unmaidenly, how unsisterly the
thought! She crushed It down and
thrust it aside, but still it would push
up its little head. She crimsoned
with shame at own" baseness, ns
she turned once more to her companion.
"I do not know," she said.
"She Is not engaged?"
"Not that I know of."
"You hesitatingly."
"Because I am not sure. But he may
ask. She cannot but be flattered."
so. I tell him that It Is the most
practical compliment which a man can
pay to a He is a little shy, butAdmiral the only .'he himself to do It do
by
the blazers
the
twinkle
whiz
"fifteen
sons
"Why
myself
Do
by
can
Charles
Harold
Denver
wicked
her
really
speak
"Quite
sets he will
It. He Is very much in love with her, I
j assure you. These little lively people al
ways do attract the slow and heavy
one3, which is nature's device for the
neutralizing of bores. But they are all
i going in. I think if you will allow me
that I will just take the opportunity
to tell him that, so far as you know
there Is no positive obstacle in the
way."
( TO HIS CONTINUED.)
Artificial eyes were first made In
Egypt. They were of gold and silver;
and cheaper ones were of Ivory and cop-
per. Hundreds of years later, In the
sixteenth century, they were made, In
Europe, of porcelain.
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Good News!
1 take this opportunity to announce
that I will be prepared to furnish '
water to irrigate the mesa north
of Farmington this Spring.
And I have several more of those
Beautifu
Colorado
lots
just north of the public school
building, to sell, a 40-acr- e tract,
two miles from town, and an 80-ac- re
tract with a 2-ro- om house,
cellar and small orchard, also a
10-ac-
re tract of good land, well
situated on the county road.
Any one of these pieces of property is close enough
to the public school for children to attend.
I will sell this land with Ditch Stock to water it at
reasonable prices and on very easy terms.
For further information apply to owner,
LAUD OF SUNSHINE.
ON OF THB GARDEN SPOTS
OF THB WORLD.
PertUe Boll Abundant Water and
Other Inducement Offered
to Home Seekers.
N. M. Bureau of Immigration Htport.
This county ia one of the garden
pots of the world, and lies on the
western Blope of the great conti-aent- al
divide, being part of the i a
ifio watershed. Aside from its great
resources as an agricultural and stock
its Bcenery u very beautirulSiuntry
sides great rocky masses
broken into pictsresque formations,
are to be seen across wide, fertile
The county is watered byrlleys.large rivers, and from their
Junction below Farmington the view
sa grand auu lmprenstve.
FARM LAND ON THE SAN JUAN.
In this valley, from a point about
ton miles above Largo, there is a
arrow stnp o! bottom land ou each
de of the river. At the town of
argo the river bottom widens out
into rolling mesas and bottom lands
which are available for cultivation.
The most important of these tracts
we known as the Bloom held and n
mesas, which , with the bottom
lands under them, will aggregate
tmewhat over 20.000 acres. They
are on the north side of the rivr.
From thence to the junction of the
Animas, the tnesa lands are broken
n to detached plateaus rather difficult
to irrigate. The Animas and La
flata empty into the fcan Juaaaear
Tarmington. On the two points of
land formed by the rivers are about
12,000 or 15,000 acres of fine laud all
snder ditch. Beginning then at the
south of the La Plata, and for twenty
miles down the San J nan, to where
it breaks through the Hogback, (a
Sue of low hills) there ia a continu-
ous series of mesas with about a mile
ride of bottom land. A little over
6,000 here are now under ditch. To
the north of this are a series of high
meadows, or vegas, estimated to con-
tain 44,000 acres. Besides this, and
So be properly considered in the San
Juan basin, are the lands oa either
side of the Canon Largo, Canon
Blanco and Canon Gallego, These
will include the land along the river
and down to the sixth correction
hne, ncrth; south of this line there
are twenty-fou- r townships of land,
the water facilities of which are oaly
about the average of the arid region .
They are covered by the headwaters
ef the Rio Chaco or Cbnsco and the
Jmarillo. At present this land isto cattle and sheep raising,
but the prospects of using a coDsid
arable areaof thisrandfor agriculture
are very favorable. At present there
is no demand for it and most of it is
public land.
It may be said, therefore, that in
lie immediate San Juan valley there
are about 60,000 acres of land, about
0,(KJ() acres of which are now under
4itch, A large area outside of this,
en tin high mesas, is susceptible of
irrigation, and will ultimately be
added to the irrigable area by means
f high line ditches.
THE ANIM&B VALLEY.
The Animas river enterB bhesosoty
just oust of the 108th meridian. It
to formed by the junction of two im-
portant torrential streams, and will
irrigate, if properly bandied, 40,04)1)
acres of fruit land. Of this araon&t
10,000 or lajJOO acres are already
ander ditch, and it would not be wise
to advise large settlement on any
mw lands, unless some scheme were
devised by which the whole amount
ef the water could be handled by
tome comprehensive authority. This
river flews thirty miles within San
Juan county. The farming lands
begin at Coxa crossing and take in a
trip varying from a quarter of a
anile to three miles xn width and
about twenty five miles in length.
The Animas has a minimum flow of
1000 cubic feet per second. One of
the pecnliaiitier of this and the Sao
Juan river is that tbe bottoms ace
omposed of beds of small, round,
water-wor- n boulders of unknown
depth. More water flows in this
boulder bed than on the surface.
Along in the river valley proper
there are about 18.000 acres of good
land, the moBt important area of
which is from Aztec to below Flora
Vista.
FAHMINUTON GLADE.
Besides the valley of the Animas
here ia an. important area of land
included in the Farmington Glade,
an introvale between the Animas and
La Plata rivers. It is a strip of
aauntry two or threa miles wide by
eighteen miles long. It will aggre- -
25,000 acres of good irrigableSate wall adapted to fruit raising.
5n the glade, and beginning at aboutlatitude of Antao. ia a fine body
df public land, subject to desert
land entry, that would make homes
Sbr a small colony. The ditch would
be comparatively inexpensive as a
snturnl opening ia the hillside affords
sstjeatranoe to the glade. If water
ware brought to tbii place there ia
no better piece of land for raising
ieciduons fruits. It ia protected,
fertile and beautiful.
THB LA PLATA VALLBY.
The La Plata river flows in a deep,
sandy bed, and its waters generally
disappear in the last week in August
or the first week of September- - On
the upper part of this river after it
enters Sau Juan county there are
about 8000 acres cultivated; and at
Jackson, near its mid-cour- se, there is
a smHll Mormon colony, who till
about 1000 acres. The river has au
average fall of forty feet to the mile,
is about thirty feet wide and has a
mean average flow of about 250 oubk
feet per second. The ultimate re-
clamation of lands in tbe La Plata
valley will be large.
ACTUAL WATER 1B80VRCI8.
It will be seen from the foregoing
that there are available from these
three rivers 6250 cubic feet of water
per second. At tbe low estimate of
lbO acres to each cubic foot, tnis is
sufficient to irrigate 1,000,000 acres
of land. According to a county
pamphlet issued for circulation at
the World's fair, there are 175,000
acres available for irrigation. In
addition to the value of the water for
irrigation, it, is a constant source of
water power. Tbe San Juan and
Animas are constant streams, not
affected by tun most enduring drouth.
The wasted power oi their waters
would furnish heat. Kght and elec-
trical motive force far in excess of
any possible need of this county. At
present the only use made of all this
wealth ef water is to irrigate about
25,000 acres, the larger part of which
is under ditches owned by small asso
ciation of farmers.
AZTEO:
The mcdern civilization has fol
lowed the same lines of settlement as
did the ancient. Aztec is tbe county
seat, situated ou the southeast bank
of the Animas. It has a bank, several
large Btores, hotel and livery and
stage stables. The county jail is a
well built, steel lined adobe structure.
The surrounding country is well
cultivated, the farms extending up
and down the river for several miles
At this point the valley is about two
miles wide. Fruit, alfalfa, grain
potutoes and ali the root crops give
abundant harvests. Apples and to-
matoes seem peculiarly adapted to
the soil. The population of the town
and surrounding country is between
550 and 600 persons.
FLORA VISTA.
This little village acd vicinity has
a pepuktiou of about 250 souls. It
is situated at about the widest part
of the Animas valley, seven miles
from Aztec, raises the same crops
and its orchards are spreading; al-
falfa fields have a particularly good
appearance.
FARMINGTON.
Farraingtou and J unction City f are
situated at the mouth of the Animas.
The population is about the same as
at Aztec. The location is vwy beau-
tiful. At this point the fuAl scenic
beauty of the valley reveals itself.
From a little hill overlooking the
town a solid plantation of three or
four square miles, includingrcbards,
alfalfa fields, grain and nmdow is
seen. Here is at present th densest
population ef the county and the
widest spread of cultivation. The
three valleys her converge iato tbe
main valley of tba San Juan. There
are several good-stores- , public stables,
Sood schools and general facilities,this town, 'are located) several
brick kilns, a saw mill aud a roller
process flour mill. It is a veay pretty,
d place. Its citizens ae full
of energy and public spirit.
LARGO.
This town may be considered the
center of population on the upper
San Juan. Taking in with it tbe
little settlement on Pine river and at
Bloom tie Id, the population is between
1000 and 1200 persons, the majority
of whom are of Spanish descent.
The high culture of the fields, or-
chards and vineyards speaks well f jr
the progress of the community.
THI LOWES. BAN JUAN.
Olio, Fruit land and Jewett are sit-
uated on the San Juan below its
junction with . the La Plata. Tbe
population of the three is about 600
persons. Tbe greater part oil the
land is under a fine modern canal
and in a high state of cultivation. At
Fruitland is one small orchard of
seven acres from which the annual
net return baa bean over $2,50 per
annum for tbe past five vears. This
ia the property of the resident Mor-
mon bishop and is cultivated accord-
ing to the theory of his people that a
small place well cared for ia more
valuable than broad acreage poerly
farmed. It in one of the best instances
of intensive culture in the territory.
,Lk PLATA.
Tliia place can hardly be called a
town. It is a compact farming com-
munity, however, of about seventy
well cultivated homesteads at the
head of the La Plata valley. On the
western side the land rises in three I
terraces, one over tne other, every
one or which 11 highly ultivated.
The sight woid retain one aere of
a French landscape than a western
community as yet removed from
railroads, and ten years ago given
over to the Indians as a hnnting
ground. Alfalfa and fruit are the
principal productions. This part of
the county ie a very picture in its
picturesque fertility. The Aztecs
also thought well of it, aud many of
their monuments in the shape of
rudely piotured and sculptured rocks
abound.
CROPS
The first trees were planted in this
county ten years ago, and as an ex-
periment seemed very doubtful. Tbe
first settlers were principally cattle
men, who knew little about farming.
They profited by their first mistakes,
however, and prospered, so that tbe
reputation of these valleys jb known
all over the southwest. The southern
towns of Colarado, outside the San
Luis valley, are almost wholly sup-
plied from the San Juan orchards.
So remunerative has fruit culture
proved that in 1891 23.000 trees were
planted, and in 1892 about 50.000
The planting of 1893 is not yet ac-
curately known, but will show a ratio
of progress. Last year at the Albu-
querque Territorial fair tbe fruits of
this county took the sweepstakes
prize. The peaches in some instances
measured nine inches in circumfer-
ence,, apples thirteen to fourteen
inches and weighed sixteen to nine-
teen ounces. Single acres of fruit
land return from $400 to $500; and
in one orchard near Farmington are
three trees, of whose yield n ac-
curate account has bees kept for four
years past, that show an average re-
turn of $53 per tree.
Cereals of all kinds are grown here,
wheat yielding 20 to 40 bushels per
acre; oats, 30 to 80 bushels; barley, 30
to 60 beshels; rye, IS to 30 bushels ;
corn, 25 to 50 bushels A ready sale
is found at good priees. Current
prices for 1893 were oB follows:
Wheat, per cwt., $1.40; oats, $1.50;
barley, $1.40; corn, $1.50; bran, per
ton, $18 Vegetables of every variety
flourish, from the hardier varieties,
such as Irish potatoes, turnips and
boots, to the more tender melons, egg
plants, tomatoes, etc.
ALFALFA
Is, however, the staple crop in this
county; drouth is not to be feared
and neither frost nor cold endaDger
it. Owing to the advantageous situ-
ation of the county the farmers have
taken to fattening beef cattle. For
this purpose the sales of alfalfa are
large, frequently amounting to from
500 to 1000 tons to a single buyer.
From 1891 to 1892 the increase in
Blfalfa production amounted 7000
tons. The averave yield per aere is
from 4 to 10 tons.
MINERAL WEA2.TH.
This whole county is underlaid
with coal. The beds have cot been
prospected to any extest. Tbey are
known, however, to eon tain almost
unlimited quantities of coal. On the
San Juan river, opposite Fruitland.
is a truly notable exposure of this val-
uable fuel. It stands above the river
34 feet and is over 306 feet long, and
extends back into the bluff on a very
slight dip, it is supposed for miles,
ia an immense mesa stretching
in that direction. Immediately across
on the north side of the river other
huge beds appear, and these then
stretch up the La Plata for nearly
fifty miles. This coal is a harcL free
burtiag quality. A experienced
Cornwall miner, who is working one
of these veins on the La Plata, says
he new saw mines so easily opened
or that so quickly yielded good mer-
chantable coal. All that seems to be
necessary in to strip tbe outer layer.
which, baa beeu exposed to the
weather 3vc ages and the fine, glit
tering material is found, free from
slate or "bone" and ready for use
Some difference of opinion exists as
to the quality of this coal, but the
bureau of immigration can state ot
the authority of its agent that H is
of a good coking character. Sotae of
ik in bis presence, was covered with
sand and fired on tbe ground and in
asbort time was roasted into a fine
silver coke with a ring like metal
Tie coal in this county is usually
found in a thick strata between slate
ana sandstoue of a very fine grain.
It ia said that gold aud metalln
iron can be found; and the best
building stone, both sandstone and
granite, abound, the best mining
camps of Colorado and splendid min-
eral belts in New Mexico are contig
uous. When railroads penetrate
this county the neighborhood of Olio
will afford splendid opportunities foi
large smelters.
'Since the fnragoincr wa published by the bu-
reau of immigration the flour mill was deotroyw)
bf fire, bat will be rebuilt thin summer.
t Junction City is just across the Animas frotr
Farming (on, bat depends on Farmington mer.
c bants for supplies.
Patented land with water can be
had at from $15 to $50 per aero. Be-
sides this there are thousands of
acres of government land that can be
had fet the coat of filing on it.
Among the many enterprises which
ould flourish in this county may be
mentioned a wool scouring plant and
woolen mills, water ana com are
abundant and free. The ely ex-pe- ue
will be in davelepmg.
Crepe aud Price or 1898.
The following table shows the fruit
yield of the county aud average mar-
ket price of 1893:
YIKLI) FBIOI
Wheal, but hols.
- 24,23 t .HfOats " .. a mo 7
Corn H 2S.U09 '.n
Barlej ' lu.uw .
1'oUtoea " ft) Out)
.85
Onions ....... 1S.0 0 l.HTomatoes" .... ...... 2.500 1.75
Apples, poaodt... ....... 900,000 .03
I'eaohes, 25U,O00 .04
7,500 .08
Hums " 40.01.0 '05
Cherries " 5.000 .15
Urines " 100 too .04
Strawberries, quirts - .20
'aspberries "
.20
Hlaokbsrriea " .20
Currants " . .OS(ioooeborries " .. .08
Besides the produce mentioned in
the foregoing table the county pro
ducecf 35,000 pounds of honey at an
average price of 12J cents a pound,
and 30.000 tons of alfaUa hay which
averaged $5 per ton.
Question Anawcred.
Irrigation ia the best means of fer-
tilizing land.
Every kind of deciduous fruit can
be raised here.
As a froit raising country the San
Juan has no equal,
Water can be put on artr) land at a
cost of from $2 to $15 per acre.
New Mexico took first prize for
wheat at the World'6 fair, and second
for oats.
The last census gives thirty acres
as the average size of an irrigated
farm in New Mexico.
As a health rBsort for Dersoos with
weak lungs San Juau county has
tew peers and no superiors.
lioueh lumber here ia north SSS
per thousand, brick $8 per thousand.
1 I! J . . ,ana nine if cents per busnei
Fire clay is found in large quanti
$1800.00
GIVEN AWAY TO INVENTORS.
$150.00 every month given awsy to any one who ap.
pliei through us for tbe molt meritorious patent during
the month preceding.
Y tMnira I Ha tutat n.t.n. am mm
and the object of this offer is to tncourage inventors to
keep track of their bright ideas. At the tame time wt
with to impress upon the public the fact that
IT 'S THE SIMPLE, TtUVlAI INVENTIONS
THAT YIELD FORTUNES.
such as the "cafrwindow" which can be easily slid up
and down without breaking the passenger's back,
"sauce-pan,-
" ucollar-buttaa- "mut-tock- "bottle-stoppe- r,
' and a thousand other Kttie things that most
an v one ca a find a way of improving ; and these simple
inventions are the ones that bring largest returns to the
author. Try to think of something to invent.
IT IS NOT SO HARD AS IT SEEMS.
Patents taken out through us receive special notice In
the " National Recorder, published at Washingjon,.
y. , wnun is inc ocsi newspaper puDlisned in America
in the interests of inventors. We furnish a vear's sub.
scription to this journal, free of cast, to all c r cKents.
We also advertise, free of cost, the Invention e.ch month.
which wins our $150- - prise, and hundreds of thousands-
f copies of the Recorder," containing a
sketch and a description of his invention,
iES
aucmion ine menu 01 ine invention.
All communications regarded strictly confidoatial.
Auurcsa
JOHN WEDDEREWRN ft CO.,
Solicitors of American aiut Foreign Patents,
618 F Street, N.W.,
Box 385. Washington, D. C.f SjftrtHcttiitorefthumper. WriUJtrnvSopi'S' famiklet, FREE.
HI
Fi
ties oa the lower San Juan, and a ha
quality of fire brick can be manwfae--
tured at a nominal coat.
Experts pronounce the San Juaar
coal as a steam producing coal far
above the average, if not the very
best quality iu the world.
Any information relative to ih
conuty not given in the columns !
Tbk Times will be cheerfully fur-
nished upon application to the pub-
lisher.
Water rights in company ditobee
cost from $2 to $15 per acre, with nit
additional coat of from $1 to $U' an-
nually acre to pay for repairs, lit
most cases this annual absessmeat
can be worked out.
Sheep do well in this county. Scab
and other sheep diseases are uoknowa
here. Thousands of acrea ef gov
ernment land are contiguous bo the
streams and watering places on which
they can graze nearly every month i
the year. Large bunches of thw
wethers can be fattened on alfalfa
hay during the winter, and the mam
flocks earned over on it at a small
cost, thus making sheep raising a
profitable industry. The native sheep
make a most excellent cross to breed1
the mutton producing strains ef east-
ern sheep to. .
A tannery is needed and would be
a good investment in this county
There are over 500,000 acres of cana-agn- a
growing wild here. It yield
as high per as ten tons wild and
from thirty tons upward under culti
vation. Khis plant contains 33 pe
cent of tannic acid, tbe highest aver-
age of any known agent. The tan-
nery would be furnished with a home
supply of tanning matter without
the cost of a cent of freight. This
cana-agri- a is being shipped to Europe)
at a cost of between $80 and $108
per tea, several firms there using it
for the preparation of their beat
gravies of leather.
THE SAN JUAN COUNTY BANK;
Aztec-- M
Capital StOOk $30,000.00.
Does a feueral banking business. In
terest paid on lime deposits.
Samuel D. Webster,
Frank M. Pierce., President,
Vice President.
Robert 0. Prewpjt,
Cbarleb V. Saffosd, Cashier.
Assistant Cashier.
'
TH tt:
COMMERCIAL HOTEL
T. K. I'JJKti Ks, Prop'r"
iXtranaro : : ; Colorado
EVERYTHINC FIRST-CLAS- S
s.
If you want to know more about the
In the World
Read the Times
SAMPLE COPIES FREE.
Which
Shall It Be?
MtBB BBS B
Ynrm order for Hlrrh CrAa DiMtui MListO - -- .,
yitasnuiiup
Carriages, etc., placed with local retail dealers with three to six middle-
men's profits, OB with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
can be no doubt as to your deolsion; Write y for one of our illustrated
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are offering-f-lO differ-
ent style Sewing Machines, ranging In price from 18.00 to 130.00-Blcy- cles.
all sty es and prices, from $10.75 to W.OO. Those of the latter price being
equal to wheels sold by agents and dealers at 1125.00. We show 150 designsIn Baby Carriages the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, manydirect importations. We handle everyt&lng under the sun in theV ANars LWB' i' CARRIAGES, PHAETONS. WAGONS. CARTS, HARNE86. SADDLES. ETC,at priees out of reach of competition.
HIT
per
acre
and
IN PIANOS AND ORGANS we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing tot cata-
logues, state which to send, as we have a spe-
cial catalogue for each line. Address in full
CASH BUYERS' UNION,
B 848. 1so.t61W.Vsn Bursa St.. CHICAGO, ILL.
nm.iMiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiinnnnnniTn rjinlllflfl tiutnb
